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Aim of this thesis was to design a solution for steel framed hall building that would
maximize reuse possibilities for steel components in the end of building’s life cycle.
Primarily, thesis was analyzing steel reuse from technical point of view aiming to develop
solutions that overcome challenges in reuse. Research method in this thesis was carried
out in two phases. First phase was theoretical part, where steel reuse was introduced by
literature review. Second phase in the research was designing of case project. Designing
was done with heuristic methods. Aim of designing phase was to gather structural
solutions that improve steel reuse based on literature review made in theoretical part.
Main observation in this thesis was that universal reuse designing increases capital
investment significantly compared to traditional designing. Therefore, many solutions
presented in this thesis were not economically viable in present markets. However, it was
possible to include several solutions improving reuse to case project even with minor
extra investment. Main principles from design for deconstruction like regularity,
generality and simplicity increase reuse possibilities significantly without increasing
capital investment too high.
Keywords: Reuse, design for deconstruction, steel, circular economy
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1 INTRODUCTION
Around the world scientists and governments have agreement that climate change is a
global crisis which has the potential to threaten future society with considerable
consequences. The use of fossil fuels has raised carbon dioxide emissions significantly
which raises temperature of earth and leads into irreversible changes in planet’s chemistry
and climate. Due to mutual understanding of the threats, countries around the world have
committed in different agreements that aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, to
increase the use of renewable energy sources and raise energy efficiency. (Da Graça
Carvalho et al. 2010.)
In 2015, government in Finland set an environmental law into force. Most important
target of the law was to reduce emissions by 80 % for the year 2050, when comparing to
year 1990. Construction and buildings consume lots of natural resources and generate
large number of harmful emissions, so construction industry has a big effect in trying to
achieve less polluting society. There has been a significant improvement in the energy
efficiency of buildings since it has been a center of attention in reducing construction
industries environmental impact. Buildings cause most of the negative effects to nature
during the operation of the building so it is understandable that the construction and
production of building materials has received less attention in reducing emissions and
negative effects to nature. However, the proportion of material production and
construction in industry’s impacts on nature is increasing, because of the progress in
energy efficiency of buildings. Reuse of building materials will have greater impact in
reducing carbon footprint of buildings in the future. (Rantajärvi 2014, Ruuska et al. 2013.)
The reuse of structural steel is relatively marginally used method to reduce construction
industries emissions and harmful effects on nature. In previous publications related to this
topic calculations have been made to estimate the environmental benefits of reusing
structural parts or elements. The best results were achieved in storage buildings,
superstores and schools and almost every one of them were accomplished with steel
columns and beams. The largest savings in emissions were achieved in steel framed
storage buildings and schools. (Densley Tingley 2012.)
In previous publications of structural steel reuse, the most recurring restrictive factors for
reuse were: toughness of deconstructing the building without damaging the parts and
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difficult connections of the parts. Due to schedule and financial reasons for projects,
demolition is often a better solution in the end of buildings life cycle. With rational
designing, there would be a possibility to increase reuse opportunities if the
deconstruction would be considered already in the early stages of projects. Industrial
buildings have a great potential when it comes to reuse, because they usually have
relatively short service life compared to the life of structural parts. Steel is also very
suitable material for reuse because of the mechanical joints and long service life. (Densley
Tingley et al. 2017, Gorgolewski 2006, Gorgolewski 2008, Talja 2014.)
Goal of this thesis is to develop a functional solution for steel framed building in terms
of maximizing the reuse potential of steel parts in the end of buildings life cycle. Primarily
the solution should concern technical factors in structural engineering that have an
influence in reuse potential of structural steel. Humans have been practicing structural
element reuse for ages, but before industrialization reuse was based on needs and
economic reasons. Nowadays new parts are easier and even cheaper to get, so reuse is
mainly practiced because of ideologic reasons (Huuhka 2010 pp. 1-2). The biggest
challenge of this thesis is to find structural engineering solutions that would make reuse
competitive alternative.
The first part of the study is a theoretical part, which will be executed as a literature
review. Aim of the review is to study the reuse of steel in as versatile way as possible and
reasonable within the framing of the thesis. Literature review will focus mainly on the
challenges of structural steel reuse and successful experiences in reuse projects. In the
second phase of the study, a case project will be designed. Case projects building will be
one-storied hall building with steel frame and the target is to find best possible structural
solutions that improve steel reuse in the end of buildings life cycle. The information
gathered in literature review will be exploited in project designing. Case project designing
will mainly focus on technical part of structural engineering. Aim is to produce economic
comparison between traditional designing and reuse designing.
Only the reuse of steel structures is concerned in this study and every other construction
materials are outlined off the thesis. Due to material outlining, floor structures and
foundations are ruled out of this thesis. Case project will be a new building designed with
new parts and the designing will be focusing on increasing building components reuse
potential in the end of building’s life cycle. This study concentrates on relocated reuse,
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so reuse in existing location will not be included in this thesis. Aim is to improve reuse
possibilities of individual building elements or component systems. Ecological
comparison between different solutions will be left out of this thesis because previous
publications of structural steel reuse have shown that reuse is ecologically better choice
even in projects where the steel was not designed for reuse (Pongiglione & Calderini
2014).
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2 GENERAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Global environmental pollution
The commercial business of humans has been growing exponentially since the 1950s.
Because of the growth, nature and environment are going through increasing risk. The
population of vertebrates has been decreased significantly between years 1970-2012.
Many other species are in danger because humans are destroying the habitat of species. It
has been stated that because of human actions four out of nine planetary boundaries have
already been crossed: extinction of species, cutting down forests and natural lands, the
amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and the amount of nitrogen and phosphorous
in oceans (Steffen et al. 2015). In year 2012, humans needed 1.6 earths yearly amount of
natural resources to provide the consumption made that year. If there is no action done,
humans will be the one to suffer in the future, since the Earth is not capable for providing
the needs for human consumption. (WWF 2016 p. 3.)
Growing commercialism and consumption are also causing global warming in the Earth.
Global warming is a significant global crisis, which affects in different ecosystems and
communities around the world:
-

yields are decreasing,

-

oceans being polluted,

-

forests burning,

-

water systems running dry,

-

glaciers melting,

-

sea levels rising and

-

new weather extremes occurring more frequently. (WWF 2017.)

Major reason behind global warming are fossil fuels, which are emitting carbon dioxide
in to our atmosphere. Since the Industrial Revolution, temperature of the Earth has risen
by about a one degree centigrade. All around the world, scientists and governments have
agreed that there is a catastrophic climate change coming if we are not able to keep global
warming under 2 °C. At the UN Paris climate conference in 2015, different governments
made an agreement to keep the warming under 1.5 °C. (WWF 2017.)
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Human actions have caused these serious impacts for the Earth, but fortunately humans
are also capable of curbing unsustainable development. Co-operation of governments and
big corporations, technological innovations, negotiations in trade agreement and the
effects of large social organizations make the greatest leverage to prevent effects. To
make progress towards sustainable future, a considerable change should appear in the
global economic system. Human development should be separated from spoiling the
nature and consuming goods. To achieve this, there is a need to make significant changes
in the protection of natural capital, administration, energy and food systems, equal sharing
of food, water and energy, sustainable markets and reasonable balance between
production and consumption. (WWF 2016, p. 31.)

2.2 Environmental effects of construction industry
The aim of ecologically sustainable construction is to save natural resources and decrease
environmental damage. In practice, this means decreasing energy flow and material flow
of construction industry. Decreasing energy flow and material flow also decreases wastes
and emissions. (RIL 2013 p. 189.)
Construction industry is one of the biggest consumers of resources and one of the largest
polluters of environment (Ding 2007 p. 463). Buildings cause changes and stress for the
environment throughout their lifecycle. These environmental impacts are due to
generating emissions and waste, using resources and land use (Häkkinen et al. 1999).
When aiming to eco-friendly and sustainable construction, projects environmental
guidelines should be determined as early as possible when it is easiest to include
environmental matters to the project (Ding 2007, Ortiz 2008).
The environmental loads during the operation of building consist of heating and air
conditioning houserooms, service spaces and social premises; electricity consumptions
and heating motive water (Vehviläinen et al. 2010). In the construction phase, the biggest
environmental load is caused by producing building materials. Material production
consumes great amount of energy and generates carbon dioxide emissions, but if the
product is durable, recyclable and easily maintained the environmental effects of the
production will decrease. Carbon footprint is a numerical method to evaluate the
environmental load of a product and it depends on, for example, emissions from transport
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and manufacturing, and the production method of energy used by the manufacturing
process. (Ruuska et al. 2013.)
Buildings and construction have great influence on the environmental load in Finland. In
2007, The Finnish Innovation Fund Sitra, published a report on energy use and
greenhouse gas emissions of construction industry in Finland. Greenhouse gas emissions
in Finland in 2007 were 78 MtCO2-eq. and total energy use was 307 TWh. Buildings
accounted for 32 % of the emissions and 38 % of the energy use, construction accounted
for 6 % of the emissions and 4 % of the energy use. In the report, greenhouse gas
emissions and energy use was divided into five different sectors: buildings, construction,
industry without buildings, transport and others. As the transport was involved with own
sector, it is possible that constructions influence is larger than it shows in the report.
(Vehviläinen et al. 2010.)
It is worth noticing that the energy efficiency of buildings has improved significantly
since 2007. Ratio mentioned in Sitra’s paper does not reflect the situation in 2017 well
enough, because with passive and low-energy houses, construction can account 30 % of
the energy use (Suomen arkkitehtiliitto 2017). Energy use of building stock was divided
in four parts in the report: detached and holiday houses, apartment and terrace houses,
service buildings and industrial buildings. According to authors, there was far less
information available on electricity use and heating of industrial buildings. Therefore, the
report only gives a rough estimation of the distribution of energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions for industrial buildings. Environmental impacts on the operation of industrial
buildings have been reducing because of energy efficiency and therefore the relative share
of the environmental impacts of construction and production has been increasing lately.
(Vehviläinen et al. 2010.)

2.3 Steel
Steel is a metal alloy with iron as its base material. Steels chemical composition can vary
a lot depending on the grade. Alloying components of steel are for example carbon,
chromium, nickel, molybdenum, silicon and manganese. The most essential alloying
component is carbon, which has great impact on steels attributes. Carbon content of steel
is at most 1.7 % and iron-carbon-alloys with higher carbon content are called cast iron.
Steels are distributed to different grades depending on carbon content. The greatest
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feature of steel is the high strength, that separates it from other building materials and
makes it the most important metal. (Väisänen 2007.)
2.3.1 Environmental effects of steel production
Steel can be produced from iron ore or recycled steel. In ore-based producing, raw
materials are mined from the ground and the production process consumes about five
times more energy than steel manufactured from recycled steel (Väisänen 2007).
Approximately 40 % of world’s steel production is manufactured by using recycled steel
as a raw material. (Metallinjalostajat ry 2014, p. 107.)
Carbon dioxide emissions from steel manufacturing mainly depends on two factors:
carbon content of raw material and carbon intensity of electricity used in the process
(Birat et al. 1999). In ore-based production, carbon is used in furnace process to reducing
and producing energy. There is no reasonable alternative to using carbon as a reducer in
the furnace process so carbon dioxide emissions are quite high in ore-based
manufacturing. 3-4 % of all greenhouse gas emissions in the world are caused by the steel
industry. (Metallinjalostajat ry 2014, p.107.)
For one metric tonne of produced steel, energy use and amount of used raw material
depends quite lot on manufacturing method. Amounts of energy and raw material in
different manufacturing methods is shown in table 1.
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Table 1.

Amounts of energy and raw material used in different steel manufacturing
methods in (Metallinjalostajat ry 2014).

Method

Energy

Amount of

Scrap steel [kg]

[kWh]

raw material

Ore-based

4700

[kg]
1200

180

Electric-arc furnace,

1600

1150

1050

1700

1200

220

non-alloy steel
Electric-arc furnace,
alloyed steel

Steel manufacturing process generates waste and causes emissions to air and water.
Example of environmental impacts of metric ton of non-alloy steel made with electricarc furnace-process:
-

Emissions to air: Carbon dioxide 230 kg; nitrogen oxides 0.5 kg; dust (mainly
iron oxide) 0.2 kg; zinc 2.5 g and lead 0.2 g.

-

Emissions to water: Solid matter 76 g; oil 1.7 g; zinc 2.3 g and lead 0.1 g.

-

Wastes: 260 kg of waste and 10 kg landfill waste. (Metallinjalostajat ry 2014.)

Emissions and wastes listed above are examples of the ecobalance of a Finnish steel mill.
They are generated in process which is the most ecologic option of all steel manufacturing
processes and in country which is internationally one of the best in low specific emissions
and used raw material. In ore-based production, emissions are way bigger and over half
of the worlds steel production is made by furnace-process. Modern furnaces generate
about 1650 kg of carbon dioxide emission for one metric ton of steel produced. About
0.25 % of worlds steel production in 2016 were made in Finland. It can be assumed that
international steel production generates more wastes and emissions than the example
above. (Metallinjalostajat ry 2014, World Steel Association 2017.)
It must be noticed that, reusing does not decrease the demand for steel in the world, but
it will certainly make steel a little more sustainable material. Reusing buildings,
component systems or individual elements is a good way to decrease CO2 emissions.
Recycling structural steel to scrap means that steel will eventually be re-melted and the
melting process demands energy and causes CO2 emissions. Alternatively, the additional
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energy for reusing is caused by deconstruction, transportation and the possible
maintenance and repairing needed for components or elements. (Fujita & Iwata 2008.)
2.3.2 Steel as a building material
The history of steel construction is relatively short and at the beginning steel was used in
connections of wood- and stone structures. For example, nails and dowels were made
from steel. In 16th century opportunities started to improve because forging of steel bars
and steel plates was invented. First bigger iron structure was the Ironbridge made from
cast iron. Ironbridge was built in England 1776-1779 and it is still standing. Ironbridge’s
span is 30 meters and its arching technology was copied from stone bridges of that era.
Cast iron is not suitable for use if tensile stress is high, so arching was a reasonable
structural choice for Ironbridge. The Ironbridge was so unique that the community around
the bridge was named after it. (Hämeen ammattikorkeakoulu 2008.)
The most famous steel structure in the world must be the Eiffel tower, which was built in
1889. It took 17 months to build this over 300 meters tall truss structure masterpiece.
Until early 1900, riveted joints were the most popular type of connection for steel parts,
so they were also used as steel part connections in Eiffel tower. Foundation for modern
steel construction was created in the early 20th century when at the same time, welding
was invented and rolling technology developed into a whole new level. I-beam rolling
was patented in 1895 and due to I-profile implementation, high-rise buildings became
more common in United States. Nowadays, steel is a natural choice when designing highrise buildings. (Hämeen ammattikorkeakoulu 2008.)
Prefabrication possibilities of steel makes the erection of steel structures efficient and
fast. Therefore, less money and time is needed for construction. Using steel columns and
steel beams allows longer spans in building which gives more surface area to buildings
and makes them more flexible for changes. Steel-frame also offers great possibilities for
building renovations and extensions. If needed, it is easy to weld stiffeners or
reinforcement to beams and columns in site. Steel is magnetic material, so in demolition
work it can be separated from other materials quite easily. (Hämeen ammattikorkeakoulu
2008.)
With rolling, steel can be shaped in different forms like bars or plates. Bars are usually
hot-rolled and plates can be both hot- or cold-rolled. Bars and plates can be used as they
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are, or they can be reprocessed to components. Bars include round rods, flat bars, angles,
circular and rectangular hollow sections and I- and U-profiles like IPE-, HEA- and UPEprofiles. Plates can be divided into different categories based on their thickness. Heavy
plates are at least 5 mm thick, medium plates are 3-5 mm thick and sheets are under 3
mm thick. Beams can also be welded into demanded shape. In theory, every thinkable
shape or geometry is achievable with welding, but it is more expensive than hot-rolling.
(Hämeen ammattikorkeakoulu 2008.)
There are different applications for different steel components. The most common
applications are listed below:
-

I-profiles: Beams and columns.

-

Hollow sections: Columns, beams, bracing and trusses.

-

U-profiles: Beams, truss beams, bracing, stringers and rungs.

-

L-profiles: Truss beams, connection pieces and rungs.

-

Round rods and flat bars: Tension bars and connection pieces.

-

Sheets: Corrugated sheets, purlins and multilayer panels.

-

Heavy and medium plates: Welded beams.

2.4 Circular economy
There are three types of industrial economy systems: linear economy, circular economy
and performance economy. Linear economy is very straightforward business model.
Products are made through different manufacturing stages and every stage adds value to
the product. When the product is sold, the buyer becomes possessor and all the risks and
responsibilities move forward to the buyer. Performance economy aims to sell services
by renting, leasing or with share business models. Products maintain in possession of
producers through their life cycle so producers must carry the risks and responsibilities
of the product. Linear economy does not encourage producers to make their products last,
but performance economy on the other hand, is the opposite, since profits are made with
long-lasting performance. (Stahel 2016.)
Circular economy bases on using and sharing services instead of possessing goods, so it
settles between linear economy and performance economy. It aims to prevent material
loss and thus, energy is saved and new jobs are generated around the preventing.
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Restoring a product takes usually fewer resources and more workforce than producing a
new one. Circular economy has two main groups of business models; ones that are
extending service life by reusing and remanufacturing and ones that use old products as
resources for producing new ones. Main idea of circular economy is to maximize the
value of a product or component at every single point of its life cycle. Closing the
recovery loop needs innovations and new technologies, so circular economy relies
strongly on designing phase of products and components. (Stahel 2016, Pantsar 2017,
Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2017.)
Linear economic is the dominant business model nowadays, but unfortunately it is starting
to reach physical limits. Circular economy might be an excellent alternative, but it has
not gained enough popularity yet. However, global warming, greenhouse gas emissions,
unethical production and resource security have made people thinking about consumption
habits and the possibilities of preventing materials. If there would be a shift in business
model it would need to be government-led. There is a need of research and innovations
in different fields. Ecological impacts should be economically viable, so cooperation is
needed with economics and scientists. Reuse designing should be done in regular basis,
so standardized measurements and modular systems should be developed for different
products. But most importantly, general attitude should be changed by spreading the
information. People connect novelty to quality and products long life cycle might be even
seen unpleasant instead of useful and resourceful. (Stahel 2016, Ellen MacArthur
Foundation 2017.)

2.5 Life cycle approach
In Finland, technical and economical approach based on buildings life cycle is called life
cycle technology. Life cycle technology aims for economically, socially, culturally and
ecologically sustainable development and durability. Main applications for buildings life
cycle technology are life cycle costs, energy efficiency, impacts on nature, material
efficiency and securing durability, usability and healthiness. Life cycle approach is very
demanding in construction, because buildings and structures are products with longest
lives in our society. Knowing the designing methods and executions of life cycle approach
is extremely important professional asset for experts in construction industry. (RIL 2013.)
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Life cycle technology is a theory and a practice that aims to optimize life cycle quality.
Demands of life cycle quality are: operational requirements, economical requirements,
ecological requirements and cultural requirements. (RIL 2013.)
Life cycle includes buildings or building parts phases from source material procurement
and production to reusing, recycling or finishing the generated waste. Life cycle
technology is applied various ways in different stages of project. Construction contracting
and possession covers the whole life cycle of building. It includes designing; construction;
operation, maintenance and repairing and reuse, recycle and waste management. At the
beginning, targets must be set comprehensively for the whole life cycle of building.
Decisions in designing and implementation stage are based on technical and economic
life cycle evaluations. (RIL 2013.)
Designing: Thorough and high-quality designs, which covers the whole life-cycle. Risk
management and quality control are defined concretely in designs.
Construction: Life-cycle targets defined in designing stage are followed in final
selection for products, proper function of risk management / quality control and careful
documentation of designs and implementations.
Operation: Systematic and programmed maintenance and service based on the operation
and maintenance plans, controlled operation and monitoring buildings energy
consumption.
Reuse, recycle and waste management: Reuse and recycle opportunities are considered
in designing stage and as high recycling ratio as possible in demolition phase. (RIL 2013.)
Life cycle designs consider all perspectives and demanding groups of life cycle quality
and designing is made with life cycle approach so all inspections mentioned before are
considering the whole life cycle of building. Life cycle designing targets to produce a
solution for constructing a building in sustainable way and fulfilling the requirements of
owners, users and society throughout its life cycle with controlled and optimized way.
Life cycle designing demands tight cooperation from all interest groups. Extra
investments are needed from the owner in the designing stage but as a result, buildings
usability, reliability and value in the future will increase. (RIL 2013.)
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2.6 Service life of buildings and building components
Design working life is a hypothetical period that building or building component should
be able to be used in the function it was designed to. Design working life of building is
defined in designing stage of project. Eurocode gives indicative design working life for
different buildings and it depends on the type of structure. Different types of buildings
are divided into classes from one to five. For example, indicative design working life for
temporary structures (class 1) is 10 years and for monumental structures, bridges and civil
engineering structures (class 5) it is 100 years. Building designing should consider the
fact that buildings become weaker over time. Degradation cannot weaken buildings
performance to a lower level that it was intended to when environmental conditions and
assumed maintenance level is considered. Several factors must be considered to achieve
durable structures, including: intended use, design criteria, expected environmental
conditions, material attributes and functionality, soil attributes, choice of structural
system, shapes and details of components, quality and supervision of construction, special
protection procedures and buildings maintenance plan. (Finnish standards association
2006.)
Between 2000 and 2012 over 50 000 buildings were demolished in Finland. Most of them
were detached houses, utility buildings and holiday cottages, but when measured in
volume, industrial buildings were superior compared to other groups. About equal
amount of residential buildings and non-residential buildings were demolished in the
period, but total volume of non-residential buildings was nearly five times higher than
residential buildings volume. Average age of residential buildings was 58 years and
average age of non-residential buildings was 43 years. For example, commercial and
office buildings were demolished in the average age of 39 years, industrial buildings and
warehouses in 37 years, transport buildings in 36 years, agricultural buildings in 35 years
and public buildings in 41 years. Steel buildings counted for 2 % of total number of
buildings, but nearly 1/5 of industrial buildings and warehouses were steel-framed.
(Huuhka & Lahdensivu 2016, pp. 15-25.)
Service life planning is instructed by standard ISO 15686. Standard defines the main
phases of service life planning and principles of estimating service life. The planning
starts with setting a service life target for the building and determining required
functionality and criteria of functionality loss. Building components that shall be repaired,
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fixed or replaced within the service life of building should be determined in target setting.
During the preliminary design, it should be revised if the service life target is reachable
within projects budget, schedule and functionality demands. After preliminary stage,
detailed designing is started and building material and components are chosen. (Vares et
al. 2008.)
There is two recommended ways to estimate service life of building components in ISO
15686-1. In the first option, expected service life is evaluated with practice experiences,
field tests and analysis of test results. The other option is to evaluate expected service life
with factor method. A reference service life is needed for the evaluation and it is estimated
with: data from producer, practice experience information, national and international
certificates, common knowledge from literature and standards. Final estimated service
life is a product of following numerical factors:
-

A: quality of components,

-

B: quality of designing,

-

C: performance level of different work phases like transporting and workshop
production,

-

D: stress from indoor circumstances,

-

E: outdoor environmental stress,

-

F: operational stress,

-

and G: level of maintenance. (Vares et al. 2008.)

Expected service life is a product of reference service life and all factors mentioned above.
With proper designing that takes every factor into account, steel parts service life can be
very long. (Vares et al. 2008.)
Steel can be protected from corrosion with protective paint, hot-dip galvanizing or duplex
system, which means that both hot-dip galvanizing and protective paint is used. Duplex
system provides a coating which gives longer service life than the common lifetime of
hot-dip galvanizing and protective paint in total. Theoretically, over 200-year service life
is reachable with duplex coating (Leino et al 1998). When components are reused, they
often need to be refabricated a bit. If there is a need to weld connecting plates or stiffeners
in to profile, the coating must be removed. Therefore, designing the coating needs a
proper thinking in the designing phase when components are designed to be reused.
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3 REUSE
Recycling, downcycling and reusing are often muddled up, because in some contexts they
are hard to separate. In construction industry, recycling means that waste is exploited in
construction material production. Downcycling in construction industry is a process
where waste is used in less demanding applications, for example concrete demolished
from a building can be used in excavation work. Reuse on the other hand, is the action
where components or products can be used again after its life cycle is over in the first
purpose. Initial form of the component will remain the same, but small readjustments and
repurpose can take place when reusing components. In the case of steel, the most
important factor is that it will not be re-melted. (Densley Tingley et al. 2017, Talja 2014.)
Generally steel parts get recycled at the end of their life cycle but reuse decreases
greenhouse gas emissions more efficiently than recycling. Reuse is possible for whole
buildings, component systems like trusses or working platforms and for individual
elements like beams or columns. Reuse can also be divided in two different categories:
reuse in existing location and relocated reuse. (Densley Tingley et al 2017.)
In Finland, reuse and recycling practices are divided in to eight different levels: Reusing
whole building in existing location (level 1), deconstructing building and reusing it in
new location (level 2), reusing structural element (level 3), reusing structural element
after itemizing partly (level 4), using structural element or material as a resource (level
5), using structural element or material as artificial fill (level 6), using structural element
or material as a fuel for producing energy (level 7) and safe disposal of waste (level 8).
(RIL 2013 p. 85.)

3.1 Reuse potential of steel
Steel has great potential when it comes to reusing structural members. With mechanical
connection, deconstruction is easier, but steel is also reusable with welded connections
that need minor cutting and reprocessing. There are two major changes to steel due aging:
corrosion and plasticization. Corrosion is the most important factor that deteriorates steels
abilities over time. Plasticization can be caused by large-scale seismic loads, but this
problem only appears in seismic zones. Steel can be corrosion protected with hot-dip zing
coating, protective paint or duplex protection (both hot-dip zinc coating and protective
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paint) and protection to earthquakes can be handled with designing. Due to its excellent
material properties, long service life and mechanical connectivity steel is very suitable
material for reuse. (Fujita & Iwata 2008.)

3.2 Standards and guidance
The basis for waste management acts in construction and demolition in Finland is
European Union’s directive 2008/98/EC, which does not directly order member states,
but it binds them to enforce orders on national level. Key target in the directive was that
by 2020, at least 70 % of all waste in construction and demolition should be recycled.
Other acts or regulations that guide waste managements in Finland are listed below:
-

Waste act 646/2011.

-

Waste tax act 1126/2010.

-

Government decree on waste incineration 151/2013.

-

The environmental protection act 527/2014.

-

Government decree on landfills 331/2013.

-

National waste plan.

-

Land use and building act 132/1999.

-

Land use and building decree 895/1999.

-

Municipal waste management regulations.

-

General conditions for building contracts Yse 1998. (Huuhka 2010, pp. 14-15.)

As it shown above, waste management guiding in Finland is a complicated system with
contradictory in some respects (Huuhka 2010, p. 15). This might affect to the possibilities
to use reclaimed components in construction.
As previous studies demonstrate, construction industry has a clear lack of guidance in
structural steel reuse. There is uncertainty of how to design with reused steel and how to
test the components. Reuse knowledge should be improved all around the construction
industry with guidance and education. Clear and elaborate designing and testing
procedure guidance and standards should be developed to help the designing process and
remove doubts among designers, constructors and clients. Guidance is also needed in
recertifying the reusable structural components. For example, in Finland there are no
regulations concerning the structural integrity of reclaimed structural components, so
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there are two options to prove eligibility of a product: verification certificate or
verification on the construction site. Content of the verification depends on the product
and material in question, but there is no convention on reusable products due to remote
experiences. Verifications in Finland are given by organs approved and specified by The
Ministry of the Environment. (Densley Tingley et al. 2017, Talja 2014.)

3.3 DfD - Designing for deconstruction
According to Crowther (2001), biggest obstacle for reusing building materials and
components are the challenges in deconstructing buildings. There is delusional
understanding amongst human that building is singular. Consequently, construction
industry depends on fixed connections which lead to problems in repairing, maintenance
and eventually – demolition instead of deconstruction. Buildings keep on changing
through their lifecycle due maintenance and adjustments, which are driven by changes in
needs and circumstances. To solve these problems, experts around the field have
developed a theory of time related building layers. In layman’s terms, theory’s main point
is that parts with different service lives can be separated from each other.
The most common understanding is that building consists of six layers (Brand, 1995).
Crowther (2001) points out that it is appropriate amount for most buildings, but should
not be considered as a limit. The six layers are: Site, structure, skin, services, space plan
and stuff. Site is the ground where building is, and it is thought to be eternal. Structure is
foundations and load bearing frame components; service life is 30 – 300 years. Skin
includes wall and roof; expected service life 20 years. Services are for example electric
and HVAC; service life 10 – 15 years. Space plan means finishes and furniture; changes
in every 3 years. Stuff are the movable items inside the building; changes might occur
monthly. These layers should be clearly distinct structures so each of them can be
deconstructed on their own. When structures are independent, it is easier to do
maintenance, fixing or exchange the whole component. Eventually this will help
recycling and reusing when building is deconstructed. Author’s interpretation of time
related building layers is shown in picture 1. (Brand 1995, Crowther 2001, Talja 2014,
Gorgolewski 2006.)
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Picture 1. Author’s interpretation of time related building layers.
Designing building for future maintenance, repair and deconstruction - rather than
demolish - is called DfD which is short for designing for deconstruction. Basically, DfD
is founded on the theory of time related building layers. Aim of DfD is to exploit
materials, components and systems from deconstructed building as effectively as
possible. In the designing phase, dismantling should be considered comprehensively and
assemblies, components, materials, connections, structure systems and information
chains / management are selected concerning the deconstructing, repairing and
maintaining of building. The purpose of sorting materials, systems and components is to
achieve economic and environmental benefit which both will happen with ulterior reuse
and recycling. Designing for deconstruction is extremely relevant factor in planning stage
when structural components are designed to be reused. (Guy & Ciarimboli 2008.)
There are plenty of essential factors that affect deconstructing in the end of building’s life
cycle. Designing for deconstruction is thoroughly studied subject by many different
researchers. The following list of factors came up in DFD literature review.
Connections: Connections should be designed to be transparent and easy to dismantle
with non-destructive methods. It is also important to have limited amount of different
connections in the building (Hradil et al 2014, p. 49). Mechanical connections are easier
and quicker to deconstruct and separate. Welded connections need cutting so it is harder
and slower option and the cutting might damage the component. Connection’s stability is
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also easier to notice when deconstructing mechanical connections since it is usually
visible when the connection becomes unstable. With welded connections, the instability
point may come suddenly and unwarned. (Gorgolewski 2006, Webster & Costello 2005.)
Deconstruction plan included in designing phase: Deconstruction plan should be part
of designing phase of a new building. If plan is designed by both architect and structural
engineer, they can mutually decide on the use of space or jointing technique to improve
recycling of material and component reuse (Talja 2014). Challenges that might occur
during deconstruction should be considered already in the designing phase (Gorgolewski
2006). If deconstruction plan is not provided, materials end up in landfill waste more
easily (Hradil et al. 2014). Deconstruction plan could consider for example recycling plan,
deconstructing method and logistics of deconstructing. Selection decision should be
based on well-known and researched methods (Talja 2014).
Building’s simplicity, transparency and regularity: Simple and regular layout
facilitates dismantlers work a lot because structure is more understandable. Identical
connections and profiles should be found around the building so components are easier
to sort when they are deconstructed. For structural engineers and architects the main rule
is: it is easier to deconstruct buildings with smaller amount of large profiles than with
larger amount of small profiles. Common and long spans lead to common component
profiles which are more likely to be reused. Simplicity and regularity also speeds up the
dismantling process and makes it more cost-effective. Buildings with complex structural
system and geometry are hard to dismantle. Custom-made, non-standard components are
tough to reuse because it is challenging to find use for them in other buildings. (Webster
& Costello 2005.)
Flexible and adaptable building: It is important that buildings spaces are easy to change
and adapt to new applications. Usually flexibility and adaptability is directly proportional
to span length. Longer spans lead to more adaptable and flexible buildings. Adaptability
and flexibility should also concern changes in technical building systems so it is important
that structural engineers and technical engineers work together to achieve flexible spaces.
(Talja 2014.)
Tight cooperation with different parties: DfD should be considered in early stages of
the project. It is necessary that all parties work together tightly and understands the goals.
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Especially design team, technical experts and clients make important decisions that have
big effects on the eventual deconstruction. (Hradil et al. 2014 p. 50.)
Minimize the amount of different material grades: Separating building components is
very demanding if mixed material grades are used. Different material grades look similar
but they have different properties. Grades could be easily mixed up when components are
deconstructed and divided into different piles. Similar material grades increase efficiency
of deconstructing, dividing and identification which results to more probable reuse. It also
increases the resale value of building components. (Webster & Costello 2005.)
Traceability of parts: Materials should be labeled accurately because labeling helps with
sorting and it will simplify reuse (Webster & Costello 2005). With present technologies,
it is possible to insert unique identification RFID tag to a steel element by branding. Tag
could include information like material grade, component dimensions, manufacturing
date and place, embodied energy, guarantee limits, carbon content or even stress data
produced by stress sensors linked to tag. Information can be input in the tags backend
system whenever modifications are made to component. When a component is about to
be reused, there could be huge amount of valuable information for structural engineer.
(Ness et al. 2015.)
Altogether, DfD demands lots of extra effort, tight cooperation from the designing team
and extra investment from the customer, but it is worth it. DfD certainly increases reuse
potential of building components, but it has plenty of other positive effects for
construction industry. Buildings become more adaptable, which meets the markets
demands for flexible buildings that can adapt to changes in internal use, additions and
subtractions. Adaptability and flexibility leads to more durable buildings. Resale value
for building maintains higher and markets are wider when adaptations are possible.
Building components are easier to maintain, repair or even exchange. DfD decreases
waste management costs and waste loads in the end of building’s lifecycle. Comparing to
demolish, deconstruction is a better option for the environment. It creates lesser noise and
dust and requires fewer machines on site. (Webster & Costello 2005, Crowther 2001,
Talja 2014, Densley Tingley 2012.)
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3.4 Modularity and modular design
The concept of module is often thought to be an independent singular in a complex of
modular product. These singulars can be removed and changed or combined to another
complex. Originally module meant the measure of length and often geometry is thought
to be the main point of modularity. However, the concept of modules and modularity is
nowadays bound more to functionality rather than geometry. Modules are structural
components that have both standardized and functional attributes. Standardized,
prefabricated structural components are not necessarily modules, if they do not have
essential functional role in the structure. Most of the modern construction is based on
combining prefabricated structural components, but the modularity depends on the
functionality of the components. For example, modular apartment buildings would not be
possible without the technical building services attached to each module. (Kotilainen,
2013.)
Target of modular design is to create a complex (modular product) of physically
removable singulars (module). Modular products have many assets on them:
-

Design models of thoroughly modularized product can be exploited in future
models.

-

Product range with minor variances can be created.

-

Modular design potentially increases opportunities for modules to be reused,
recycled or re-manufactured.

-

Repeatable practices create advantage throughout products life cycle from
designing to recycling. (Gu & Sosale, 1999.)

It is important to assure that modular product functions properly even when it is
assembled from modules. As said before, modules interact physically and functionally
and these interactions need to be considered when designing modular products. Different
components have different service lives and when product comes to the end of its service
life, there might be some components in the product that are still good for use. Modular
design helps dismantling these products and helps to figure new applications for these
products. (Gu & Sosale, 1999.)
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3.5 Challenges in reuse
There are several challenges in reusing structural elements and they depend on different
interest groups in construction industry. Challenges recognized in three different studies
are shown in table 2. There is a three-star rating system in the table, which indicates the
importance of challenge or barrier. One star means that the challenge in question was
mentioned in the study as a potential barrier, two stars means that it was considered as a
rather significant factor and three stars means that it had significant effects on reuse
possibilities. If identified challenge got at least four stars, it is bolded in the table. All
challenges that are directly depending on work of structural engineer are underlined.
Table 2.

Challenges recognized in reuse (Densley Tingley et al 2017, Gorgolewski
2008, Talja 2014).
Densley Tingley

Gorgolewski

Risk

**

**

Cost

***

***

Composite

**

Supply
chains
construction

***

**

Deconstruction

**

**

**

Connections/Joints

**

**

**

Traceability

**

*

**

Availability/storage

**

**

Client interest

**

*

Standards/codes

Talja
*
*

*

***

Structural properties

**

**

***

Recertifying

*

*

***

Designing

*

***

Different application
Experience/knowledge

*
*

**

Deterioration

*

Coating

*

Inertia in the industry

*

These three studies had different approaches in identifying challenges in reuse. Densley
Tingley et al. (2017) used literature review to recognize challenges and barriers. Based
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on this literature review authors arranged an interview with 13 construction industry
members in UK. Members were contractors, structural engineers, fabricators and
architects. Gorgolewski (2008) studied two case projects in Canada, where reused
building components were used. Gorgolewski defined challenges confronted in case
projects based on his observations. Challenges in Talja’s (2014) report were discovered
in “ReUSE”-project. The project is one of the green economy projects of Ministry of the
Environment of Finland. Challenges were separated in three larger topics: Change of
building codes, impact of construction methods and certifying the conformity. These
larger topics were divided in smaller challenges. Only Densley Tingley’s study arranged
challenges in order of importance. (Densley Tingley 2017, Gorgolewski 2008, Talja
2014.)
Different factors were overlapping and the same challenges were presented different ways
in different papers. It means that the star rating is not very accurate, but it gives
approximate estimation of the factors that are restricting reuse. 11 factors got at least four
stars in total and those are bolded in the table. Four out of these 11 factors depend directly
and three of them indirectly on the work of a structural engineer. The four direct factors
are: deconstruction, connections / joints, structural properties and problems in designing.
Three indirect factors are: risk, cost and traceability. Remaining four factors are
dependent on governmental directorship and change in supply chain/markets/construction
industry. All factors are bounded with each other, so improving one will improve another.

3.6 Example projects
To find best possible solutions for the designing phase, it was necessary to study projects
that have used reclaimed steel in one way or another. This chapter presents different
projects featuring reused steel. Aim is to find mutual reasons from the projects that define
whether the project was successful or unsuccessful.
3.6.1 Beddington Zero Energy Development, BedZED
BedZED is a mixed building with 82 flats and 18 work spaces and altogether 8500 m2
floor area. Structurally the building uses load-bearing masonry structure, but it also
includes about 100 tonnes of structural steel mainly in work space areas. Projects primary
target was to demonstrate that large building project with several purposes of use could
still be designed with considering sustainability broadly. (Sergio & Gorgolewski.)
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According to (Sergio & Gorgolewski), projects architect Bill Dunster had problems to
convincing people that reclaimed steel could be used in the project, but after quality
assurance systems got started the problem was gone. Eventually, 95 % of steel needed in
workspace areas was reclaimed steel. Only the curved beams used in arched link bridges
in the building were not reclaimed profiles, because there were no benders found locally
who were willing to bend reclaimed beams. Since there were no markets, design team
had problems tracking down sources of reclaimed steel. Construction managers and
design team started to contact local scrapyards and demolition companies in 50 km radius
to find suitable profiles. After finding possible sources, structural engineers went to
research the potential components and found one source with appropriate profiles. This
source covered most of the reclaimed steel needed in the project. Project’s sustainability
consultants (BioRegional) made a notice that it is harder to get the contractor to commit
to reuse process in projects with tendered contract, if it is not clearly stated in the contract.
If construction management contract is used, construction managers are far more
interested in committing to using reclaimed materials. (Sergio & Gorgolewski.)
Amongst design team, the general assumption was that designing with reclaimed steel
would be very difficult, but this assumption proved to be a little harsh. Before visiting the
potential sources for reclaimed steel, structural engineers had already determined profile
sizes and connections approximately. Connections were designed to be adaptable to
different sizes and profiles. Also, the structural characteristics of reclaimed profiles had
to be determined which means profiles had to pass building code requirement and satisfy
the needs of client. Structural engineers inspected profiles before purchasing them.
Inspection included manufacturing date, condition, number of connections and possibility
for re-fabrication. Reclaimed steel were standard profiles, so structural engineers could
find information about structural performance of historical profiles available in the UK.
These procedures assured clients and officials that reclaimed steel could be used. (Sergio
& Gorgolewski.)
Steel components were re-fabricated in local workshop and one considerable difference
was noticed between the fabrication of new steel and reclaimed steel. Extra sandblasting
had to be performed for some components to clean them before applying finishes so the
cleaning of reclaimed steel needed a bit more effort. Reclaimed steel profiles were repainted. After the painting, they were similar to new profiles, except for few unnecessary
bolt holes and weld marks. (Sergio & Gorgolewski.)
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3.6.2 London 2012 Olympic Park, demolished steel portal frame
For London Olympic Games in 2012, 2.5 km2 area in East London had to be redeveloped
to be the Olympic Park. Located near River Lea, the area was a transportation link and
had strong industrial concentration. There were over 200 buildings in the area that had to
be demolished. 90 % of the demolition material had to be reused or recycled based on the
target set by The Olympic Delivery Authority. (Bioregional 2011.)
The steel portal frame used to be warehouse with dimensions of 100 x 32 x 7 meters.
Building was about eight years old and was in terrific condition. Total material weight
was 190 tonnes, with 163 tonne of structural steel and steel cladding. Building’s
deconstruction was made very carefully by reclamation specialist targeting to recover
whole building and accessories. Deconstructing process started with thorough labeling of
every structural element. After labeling the order of deconstruction was following: 1.
roofing and cladding, 2. purlins and grits, 3. trusses and 4. columns. Structural stability
had to be concerned before removing trusses, so crane was positioned to support the
weight of each truss. Columns had to be supported with crane before anchor bolts were
cut. The dismantling process took about 3000 working hours. Dismantling contractor was
sure that similar building could be dismantled in 2000 hours, if the logistics were not as
complex as they were in this project due the large scale of the whole project. (Bioregional
2011.)
This case project taught that steel portal frames are very suitable for reuse, even though
they are not even designed to be reused or deconstructed. Projects had extremely tight
deadlines and time constraints but still reclamation of all steel portal frame buildings of
Olympic Park was a success. Case projects report stated that there might be advantages
for both reclamation contractor and demolition contractor, depending on the price of scrap
steel. According to report, there is a clear opportunity to expand reclamation sector.
(Bioregional 2011.)
3.6.3 University of Toronto Scarborough Campus (UTSC) Student Centre
UTSC student center is a 4700 m2 floor area building with three floors. The building
consists of 300 tonne of structural steel of which 16 tonnes were reclaimed from
deconstructed gallery building. (Edmonds, Straka & Gorgolewski.)
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When the project began, the client wanted to make a sustainability plan that would
consider building’s sustainability long-term, serving present and future students in best
possible way. Sustainability plan had objectives that were respected by the design team.
Design team used these objectives and LEED system as the green guideline of the project.
Sustainable designing workshops were held by consultants and clients to recognize
different opportunities to achieve sustainable building. Possible reuse of materials –
especially timber and steel – came up in these workshops. (Edmonds, Straka &
Gorgolewski.)
There were some challenges in finding reclaimed steel suitable for the Student Centre.
There were neither suitable demolition processes nor existing reclaimed steel components
found. Fortunately, a demolition of gallery wing in Royal Ontario Museum (ROM),
which was thought to be source for crushed concrete, included also suitable steel profiles
for Student Center. Structural characteristics of reclaimed components was easy to define
since ROM had kept original structural drawings of the deconstructed wing and Student
Centre’s engineering consultants had designed the original ROM gallery wing. The
design team had huge amount of luck with reclaimed components in this project, but the
project gives us a lesson that it is very important to organize and store original drawings
for components if they are designed to be reused. (Edmonds, Straka & Gorgolewski.)
Since the reclaimable steel in ROM supported two composite floors, salvaging the steel
needed some efforts from demolition contractor. In addition to cutting the steel
components, deconstruction contract included also delivery to workshop where
components were cleaned, fabricated and painted. Workshop was nearly 50 km from the
site so design team were anxious that the transporting would increase environmental
affects and cost too much. To minimize this risk, reclaimed steel went straight to
fabricator from demolition site. There were some problems in demolition site that caused
further problems with time schedule. Delivery to fabrication was delayed and it
questioned the whole reuse process, but eventually all went as planned. Fabrication
needed a little extra effort since the composite floor shear stud connectors and other extra
attachments were removed, but it did not affect the project. The erection of reclaimed
components went very well, because the steel was fabricated with mechanical
connections. (Edmonds, Straka & Gorgolewski.)
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Design team were lucky to find source for reclaimed steel, but because the source was
also in middle of a project, it created a larger problem in time constraints. Student Centre
project became dependent on the ROM demolition project. It would have been extremely
important to synchronize timetable of the projects but there were only few opportunities
to do that. Reclaimed steel components were used as columns and beams in Student
Centre. Especially beams were large for their new application so this led to little
adjustments and redesigning of the structural frame. Reclaimed steel components
remained signs of former use - like gusset plates, stiffener plates and bolt holes - but
architects of the project would have wanted the signs to be even clearer. Eventually,
because all the difficulties faced, the project did not achieve economic benefits by using
reclaimed steel. However, reused steel helped achieving clients demand of long term
sustainability so altogether, using reclaimed steel was a success. The project offered lots
of valuable lessons for further development of steel reuse: Designing should be flexible,
timing is important, proper documentation helps to identify structural characteristics,
fabrication is harder to price with deficient information, quality control is needed in
deconstruction and supply chain for reclaimed steel is needed in construction industry.
(Edmonds, Straka & Gorgolewski.)
3.6.4 Roy Stibbs Elementary School
In 1993, Roy Stibbs Elementary School lost a classroom wing in fire and there was a need
in the community to build a new one as fast as possible. The building was not entirely
devastated in the fire, so the project included 2500 m2 new construction and 1000 m2
renovation. The architects appointed to the project had also designed Cassiar Secondary
School, a steel structured school in the same area which had recently been deconstructed.
After dismantling, Cassiar’s steel components were stored for further reuse, so architects
knew there was source of reclaimed steel nearby. Due to extremely tight schedule,
architects brought up the idea of using reclaimed steel in Roy Stibbs Elementary School.
Client approved the suggestion and the new school was designed with reclaimed steel.
(Straka & Edmonds.)
First thing for the design team was to inspect, whether the project was feasible with the
stored structural steel. In their visit to storage they noticed that steel was generally in good
condition. Structural characteristics of deconstructed steel was easy to find out from the
original drawings and documents of Cassiar. New building adopted both the structural
grid and interior layout from Cassiar to facilitate and maximize the reuse. Approximately
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¾ of the steel used in Roy Stibbs School were reclaimed steel. Fabrication of reclaimed
steel was also quite simple because steel components were generally in good condition.
Steel components only needed some bolt hole filling, grinding and removing the fire
proofing. (Straka & Edmonds.)
Biggest challenge in designing was the change of seismic zone. Seismic load
requirements were about two times higher in new location. Both new foundation and
bracing needed to be designed to resist higher seismic forces and overturn more
efficiently. Luckily, original school was designed to 2.5 times higher snow loads. (Straka
& Edmonds.)
In project’s structural engineer’s opinion, the biggest issue was the tight schedule of the
project, but clearly design team tackled this problem. Building was built in under 7
months and less than a year after the fire. The most important part was that there were
reclaimed steel in store, because it is extremely hard to match the schedules if construction
is dependent on demolition project. This project shows how adaptable steel is and
therefore has excellent potential to be reused. Steel components were quite easily
modified to fit new requirements. (Straka & Edmonds.)
3.6.5 Summary of example projects
Example projects prove that previous publications on reuse challenges are quite accurate.
Deconstruction, defining structural properties, availability of reclaimed steel, limited
supply chains and designing were recognized as challenges in both previous publications
and example projects. To overcome these challenges strong commitment and cooperation
is needed from all interest groups. Successful reuse project is a sum of many variables
that need to work all at once.
Case project of this thesis differs from example projects above, since it is going to be
designed from new steel components. Challenges recognized in reuse projects are the
pitfalls that should be avoided in designing for reuse. Case project will include designing
for deconstruction which is a pre-emptive method to solve challenges in reuse.
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4 CASE DESIGNING
Literature review pointed out that construction industry consumes lots of natural
resources and generates too much waste. Decision making in designing phase determines
the amount of waste produced in demolition. In early phases of projects, designers should
be thinking of how buildings will be demolished. Little extra effort and small adjustments
made in designing phase might change the way buildings are provided in the industry.
Moving towards closed-loop systems and circular economy, existing buildings should be
valuable resources for future buildings. (Gorgolewski 2006.)
In this chapter, case project will be designed for reuse. Designing is based on observations
in literature review, but since there are no examples of reuse designing in Finland,
designing will rely on heuristic methods. Designing will be made with an existing
example building so chapter will start with introducing the example building. After the
introduction, chapter will carefully go through the whole designing process and justify
the decisions made in designing.

4.1 Introducing the example building
Example building for case designing is an existing storehouse building located in
Tampere, Finland. Building is rectangle shaped hall building with length of 41 750 mm,
width of 31 500 mm and height of approximately 10 000 mm. Building has steel frame,
with hollow sections as columns and hollow section trusses as main support in the middle
and beams in the end of the building. Distance between frames varies from 5000 mm to
7000 mm and in both ends of buildings there are six columns with 6150 mm distance
between them. In lateral direction, building is stiffened with rigid frames and in
longitudinal direction, braces are used in both wall and roof to transfer horizontal wind
loads. Building has load bearing corrugated sheets in the roof, which also act as a
horizontal buckling support for top chords. Wall consists of sandwich panels, that works
both as an insulation and as façade. In addition to storage spaces, there are business
premises inside the building. Business premises include meeting rooms, offices and social
premises. Screen captures from existing building’s information model are shown in
pictures 2 and 3. Picture 2 shows the entire building with skin and picture 3 shows the
frame of the building.
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Picture 2. Screen capture of existing building’s information model.

Picture 3. Frame of the existing building.
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4.2 Example building and DfD principles
First state of designing the case project, is inspection of the existing building. Aim is to
find out how well the existing building follows the basic principles of designing for
deconstruction and how well the components are applicable to reuse. It can be assumed
that inspection will help decision making in designing phase.
Simplicity, transparency and regularity: With rectangular shape, building has very
simple geometry. Since the building is not designed to deconstruction, sections vary a lot
in the building. For example, there are four different sections within building frame
columns. Some of the columns have same diameter in both directions, but different
thickness. It is very difficult to divide components with these minimal, yet important
difference between them. Frame distance is not regular in the building which leads to
dissimilarity in longitudinal building components and again challenges the sorting
process a bit. It is also tougher to find reuse applications for same components since they
have quite a lot of differences, because of the difficulty it causes to designing.
Connections: Connections are mainly standard bolt connections. The number of bolts,
dimensions of connecting plates and rotation of connecting plates varies in different parts
of the building with same structural components. For example, connecting plates of
braces might be vertical in the other end and horizontal in the other end of the component.
This does not affect deconstruction, but it might complicate reuse of components.
Dissimilar connection plates are shown in picture 4. There are few frame components
connected to top chords with welds. Welded connections need to be cut off so it will
certainly complicate dismantling and might also damage components.
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Picture 4. Dissimilar connecting plates in braces.
Amount of material grades: There are many different material grades, but mainly two
different yield strengths: 355 MPa and 420 MPa. Inside the building there are columns
with same length, but different material grade and section. Variable material grades make
deconstructing inefficient, increases the possibilities to mistakes when dividing
components and complicates component reusing.
Flexibility and adaptability: Building has long span so it is quite well adaptable to
changes. Corrugated sheets are used as buckling support for top chords so some problems
might occur if modifications should be done to the roof.
Inspection gives a good picture of how easily the existing building would be dismantled.
Based on literature review, there would be no insuperable reasons to dismantle the
building, but it would require a lot of time, effort and money. It would be difficult to find
reuse applications for dismantled components, because of the number of different
dimensions, material grades, sections and connection details.

4.3 Adjustments
Target of designing is to create solutions that improve reuse possibilities of structural
components in the end of building’s lifecycle. However, designing should also consider
the possibility of reusing the whole building in another location. Example building was
inspected in the beginning of chapter four and the inspection showed that there is a need
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for changes in different sectors of structural designing. Following chapters will introduce
the adjustments made for the building to achieve better reuse possibilities for structural
components and the whole building.
4.3.1 Architecture
Hradil et al. (2014, p. 50) pointed that tight cooperation with client and the design team
is extremely important when designing for deconstruction and reuse, so usually project
would start with intensive communication between these parties. Deconstruction plan
should be designed by both architect and structural engineer.
Building’s regularity is an important factor when designing structural components for
reuse. Irregular distance between frames leads to irregular length of longitudinal
components which affects negatively on reuse possibilities and component sorting when
dismantling. Designing is targeting to repeatable solutions, so there is a need to determine
standardized measure of length for reuse designing. If project is designed with general
profiles and standardized measure of lengths, solutions are easier to repeat. Case project
exploits following standard lengths: Main length is 6000 mm and assistant lengths are
3000 mm and 9000 mm. All structural components aim to follow these lengths so
buildings dimensions should be dividend with 6000 mm. Nearest multiples of 6000 mm
are 42 000 mm length and 30 000 mm width. This is ideal solution which does not
concern the limits set by for example site boundaries. However, in this case, changes in
dimensions are relatively small so it would probably be practicable. It means that distance
between columns will be 6000 mm in both sides and ends of the building. Other
architectural change is made for the roof pitch which is changed from 1:20 to 1:10,
because optimal angle of gradient for truss is 1:8…1:10, so it is assumed that 1:10 is more
common roof pitch (Ongelin & Valkonen 2016).
4.3.2 Loads
Snow load in the ground in Tampere is 2.5 kN/m2 (RIL 2008, p. 92). Building’s terrain
class for wind load is III. Terrain class in question features areas with vegetations,
buildings or other obstacles blocking wind (RIL 2008, p. 127). Loads need to be increased
a bit, that the building is possible to move to new location without reinforcing the
structural components. Adjustments made to live loads are shown in table 3.
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Table 3.

Differences in live loads between existing building and case design (RIL
2008).
Building

Existing

Case design

Snow load in ground

2.5 kN/m2

3.0 kN/m2

Terrain class for wind

III

I

0.5 kN/m2

0.79 kN/m2

load
Dynamic wind pressure
(z=11,5 m)

Designing was decided to be done with snow load of 3.0 kN/m2, since it will cover almost
entire country, apart from small areas in Lapland and Kainuu. Terrain class was chosen
to I, which allows the building to be reused in expansive areas with no obstacles for the
wind, like harbours. These changes enable reusing the whole building nearly everywhere
in Finland.
4.3.3 Structural system
To improve reuse possibilities, it is important that building’s structural system follows
the basic rules of designing for deconstruction. Example building already has quite
common and understandable structural system so there is no need for enormous changes
in structural system. Theory of time related building layers was introduced in literature
review and it divided skin and frame in different layers because of different expected
service life. In terms of deconstruction it is important for building’s frame to work as selfsupporting structure without leaning on to related structural elements (Talja 2014, p. 9).
Dismantling and changes are easier to execute if frame is working as self-supporting
structure. Based on this, the case project will not use load-bearing sheets as buckling
support. Insteas, braces are used as top chord buckling support. When the corrugated
sheets are only working as vertical support for snow loads, the building will be more
adaptable for changes, different building layers are clearly apart from each other and
frame will be self-supporting.
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Changes will also be made in building’s stiffening plan. Example building has rigid
frames where trusses are connected from both top and bottom chord. Building is stiffened
in lateral direction with these rigid frames. Roof is stiffened with braces only in
longitudinal direction. In case project designing both directions will be stiffened with
braces in roof and wall. Thus, roof truss connection to columns will be hinge joint.
Stiffening plan bases on the solutions presented in Finnish EC3 textbook (Finnish
Constructional Steelwork Association 2014, p.120). Basic principles of building’s
stiffening are shown in picture 5.

Picture 5. Basic idea of stiffening plan in case designing (Finnish Constructional
Steelwork Association 2014, p. 120).
Adjustments made in the structural system aim to more common solutions and easier
deconstruction. Sheets will be used as load-bearing structure in the roof and they add
some capacity to the stiffness of roof, but this capacity will not be exploited in
calculations.
4.3.4 Building components
The example building features mainly different types of hollow sections with different
material grades. Cross sections and grades included in different components of building
are listed in table 4.
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Table 4. Cross sections and material grades in example building.
Component

Cross section(s)

Steel grade

Frame columns

200x200x6, 200x200x8,

S420MH

300x200x8, 300x200x10
Columns inside

120x120x4, 180x180x6,

S355J2H, S420MH

200x200x6, 200x200x8
Top chord

150x150x8

S420MH

Bottom chord

120x120x8

S420MH

Diagonal/vertical bars

70x50x4, 80x80x5,

S355J2H, S420MH

100x100x5, 120x120x8
Braces

120x120x4, 140x140x6

S355J2H

Frames etc.

100x100x3, 120x120x4,

S355J2H

150x100x4
Beams

HEA180

S355J2

Corrugated sheet

T130-75L-930-08, T130-

S350GD+Z

75L-930-10, T130-75L930-12

The existing building has clearly been designed with economical optimization as the main
issue. However, economical optimization does not usually follow DfD principles very
well. In this case, dismantling the components would take a lot of effort and it would not
be easy to find reuse applications for the components. In terms of designing for
deconstruction and reuse, regularity is also the main point in cross sections and material
grades. Therefore, all steel used in case designing will have the same yield strength of
355 MPa (except for corrugated sheet and clip angles in detailing) and all cross sections
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within singular component will be same. Using same profiles and material grades leads
to overdimensioning in some components, but the benefits are explicit. Good example of
overdimensioning are vertical and diagonal bars of trusses. If all the profiles and material
grades of bars are the same, there is rather large overdimensioning in the middle of the
truss as bar forces are bigger near supports. The main reason to use similar profiles is that
the building has gable roof so truss is probably made of two pieces. If diagonal bars are
strong in the middle of the truss, it is possible to reuse the truss in single pitch roof with
half the span length without adding reinforcements to bars. There is also one reason of
minor importance that promotes this decision. If there are no reuse applications found to
the truss, it can be cut to pieces and in that case, similar cross sections and material grades
improve possibilities for reuse applications. Overdimensioning singular web bar does not
affect greatly to steel consumption in whole truss (Ongelin & Valkonen 2016, p. 425).
Preliminary plan is to use hot-rolled I-sections as columns and building end beams.
Assumption is that detailing is easier with I-profiles, so that is the reason for choosing
them as column sections. Top chords, bottom chords, diagonal bars, braces and frames
will be cold-formed tubular sections. Hollow slab levels inside will be supported by WQbeams. Aim is to use standard, common and well-known profiles. Material grades used
in the project should also be common. Finnish constructional steelwork association has
put together a document which lists different steel products, recommended material
grades and profiles or material thicknesses for those products. Material grades for hotrolled plates and I-sections is recommended to be S355J2G3, for hot-rolled and coldformed tubular sections S355J2H and for WQ-beams S355J2G3. (Pellosniemi &
Kalamies.)
One target of this thesis is to consider solutions for improving reuse possibilities of
corrugated sheets and sandwich-panels. Load bearing corrugated sheets come in various
thicknesses, and in Finnish markets, thinnest load bearing sheets are 0.6 mm and thickest
are 1.5 mm. Dismantling thin-film products without damaging them is very difficult, so
efforts made in the designing phase, might not be worth the trouble. Nevertheless, existing
building has three different thicknesses amongst load bearing sheets, so first decision
would be using one similar thickness in the case project. Using thicker sheets might raise
possibilities of dismantling sheets undamaged. Existing building has double overlap joint
which can be assumed as continuous structure. It enables thinner sheets, but also requires
screw or nail connection in the web of sheets. From the perspective of reuse and
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deconstruction it is better to have fewer holes in the sheets. If possible, it would be better
to use different kind of detail in case project, like for example longer sheet with two span
system. These alterations make sheets similar, more durable and simpler.
There are basically two attributes that can be changed in sandwich panels; length and
connection details. Building’s layout was previously decided to more regular system with
same distance between columns around the building. Regular distances lead to regular
length in sandwich panels (except corner pieces), which simplifies deconstruction and
reuse. Second alterable attribute is connection details. Webster & Costello (2005, p. 8)
recommended exploring clamped friction connections to minimize modifications to a
component. Sandwich panels might be suitable alternative to develop such details, if the
details do not bother work in construction site too much. Aim is to find appropriate
solution in designing phase.

4.4 Loads
Building’s loads consist of self-weight, snow and wind. Previously it was decided that
design snow load would be 3.0 kN/m2 and terrain class would be I. Assumption is that
case building will be 11.5 m high, so dynamic wind pressure is 0.79 kN/m2. Building’s
strength calculation will be performed with Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis
professional. First, we need to establish line loads from self-weight, snow and wind to
columns, top chords and end beams.
Roof is composed of load-bearing sheets, heat insulation, steam stop and water proofing.
Preliminary decision is that corrugated sheets will be Ruukki’s T153-40L-840-15.
Existing building has 400 mm of mineral wool as heat insulation and same solution will
be used in case project. Self-weight for roof is calculated in appendix 1. Based on
calculations, self-weight for case building’s roof structure is 0.761 kN/m2. Distance was
6 m, so line load from self-weight for end beams is 3 m*0.761 kN/m2 = 2.3 kN/m and for
top chords 6 m*0.761 kN/m2= 4.6 kN/m.
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Formula (1) determines the snow load for roof (RIL 2008, p. 94)
𝑠 = 𝜇𝑖 ∗ 𝑠𝑘
where

(1)

s is snow load of roof [kN/m2],
µi is shape coefficient,
and sk is snow load in ground [kN/m2].

For gable roof with under 30° angle of gradient, µ1 is 0.8, so snow load for case building’s
roof is 2.4 kN/m2. Line load for end beams is 3 m*2.4 kN/m2=7.2 kN/m and for top chords
6 m*2.4 kN/m2 =14.4 kN/m.
Wind load is determined with the instruction given by RIL 201-1-2008. Instruction
determines a total wind load for building, which can be determined either with wind force
coefficient method or with wind pressure coefficient method. Total wind load is used
designing the frame structure of the building and sub-area wind loads are used in
designing connection details. Wind force coefficient method assumes that wind pressure
in all heights is same as the value of roof’s ridge. This assumption can be made when
building’s height is smaller than width. Building’s total wind load with wind force
coefficient method can be calculated with formula (2)
𝐹𝑊 = 𝑐𝑠 ∗ 𝑐𝑑 ∗ 𝑐𝑓 ∗ 𝑞𝑝 (ℎ) ∗ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑓
where

Fw is total wind load [kN],
cscd is structural coefficient,
cf is force coefficient,
qp(h) is dynamic wind pressure,
and Aref is reference area of wind load.

(2)
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Exact wind load calculations are presented in appendix 2, but picture 6 shows the
simplified results.

Picture 6. Building’s wind loads.
Furthest columns will receive loads from 3 m area, and rest of the columns will receive
loads from 6 m area. When the wind blows from the side of the building, uniform load
for furthest

columns is 3 m*1.132 kN/m2=3.40 kN/m and for the rest

6 m*1.132 kN/m2=6.79 kN/m. If the wind blows from the end, furthest columns will
receive 3 m*0.92 kN/m2=2.76 kN/m uniform load and rest will receive
6 m*0.92 kN/m2=5.52 kN/m uniform load.

4.5 Preliminary design
After the loads are determined, preliminary design can be started. Design is started by
defining trusses. Depending on reference, optimal height for trusses is L/9…L/16, where
L is the span length. Span length in case project is 30 m, thus height of trusses is decided
to L/10=3 m. Ratio between web bars and chords should be around 0.7 – 0.8 (Ongelin &
Valkonen 2016, p. 425). Previously it was decided that every web bar has the same cross
section. Trusses type is decided to K-truss, because it is simple, cheap to manufacture and
is spacious. Sparsely placed bars give better opportunities for HPAC lead-in (Ongelin &
Valkonen 2016, p. 427). Angle between web bars and chords should be limited to the
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minimum of 30° to simplify welding in workshop (Ongelin & Valkonen 2016, p. 431).
Distance between web bar joints is constant and since the angle was limited to a minimum
of 30°, the distance is 3750 mm. Preliminary cross sections for trusses will be following:
top chords 200x200x10, bottom chords 160x160x6 and web bars 140x140x5. Previously
it was decided that I-sections would be used as columns and end beams. Preliminary
decision, based on loads is that HEA240 will be used as columns, HEA180 as end beams
and 120x120x4 as wall and roof braces.

4.6 Calculations
Required information has now been established for calculation model. Main issue in this
thesis is the reuse designing so calculations are made approximately targeting to prove
that the chosen profiles are durable enough. Only column splices and brace connection
will be calculated in this thesis, because they are most common connections and have
most influence in plate and fastener quantities. Other connections are designed
approximately based on example building and common practices in construction. In
calculation model, all columns are connected rigidly in foundations and truss connection
to columns is hinge. First calculations showed that there is a possibility to decrease the
amount of roof braces. Therefore, braces on the other side of the roof were removed to
increase utilization ratios and decrease steel kilograms. Utilization ratios after brace
removing were following:
-

Columns: 0.36 – 0.86.

-

End beams: 0.66 – 0.67.

-

Diagonal roof braces: 0.17 – 0.89.

-

Horizontal roof braces: 0.07 – 0.40.

-

Wall braces: 0.39 – 0.55.

-

Top chord: 1.06 – 1.11.

-

Bottom chord: 0.83.

-

Web bars: 0.07 – 0.62.
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Screen captures of final calculation model are shown in picture 7.

Picture 7. Case project calculation model.
Utilization ratios of top chords exceeded slightly in calculation model, but further
consideration with manual calculation proved that cross section is correct with utilization
ratio of 0.97. Difference was found in interaction parameter which affected utilization
ratio in interaction equation. Value for interaction parameter in calculation model was
1.50 and in manual calculation it was 1.005. Manual calculation for top chord is shown
in appendix 3 and calculation report from Robot is presented in appendix 4. Utilization
ratios for different components are shown in appendix 5. It can be observed from
utilization ratios that the decision to use same cross sections in same components
contradicts quite a lot with optimization. Consequently, first phase investment value
grows a little, but for the sake of reuse and deconstruction, this compromise must be
made.
Corrugated sheets are calculated with Ruukki’s design tool for load bearing sheet –
Poimu. Standard in program is EC3, with Finnish National annex. Roof’s self-weight
without corrugated sheets is 0.51 kN/m2+0.045 kN/m2=0.56 kN/m2. Self-weight
calculations were presented in appendix 1. Characteristic value of roof’s self-weight,
snow load and wind load from every direction were set in the program. Before calculation
supports and joints need to be defined. Based on DfD principles, it is better to have smaller
number of large components than larger number of small components. Thus, two span
systems will be used in corrugated sheets in the first six spans. Longitudinally, four
corrugated sheets will cover the whole roof and overlap joints will be needed only in the
last span. Suitable sheet type was T130M-75L-930 and thickest section in the results was
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1.5 mm, so it will be used as corrugated sheet in the roof. Even though it is moderately
more expensive, screws should be used as fasteners between main support and corrugated
sheets. It would be extremely hard to dismantle sheets undamaged if nails were used as
fasteners. In this project, self-tapping tempered screws TDB-T-T16-6.3 are used in
support fastening and SL2-T-A14-4.8-20 are used in end lapping and in side joints.
Appendix 6 contains the calculation data of load-bearing sheets and fasteners.

4.7 Reuse designing
Approach to reuse design in this thesis bases on studies made of deconstruction designing
and reuse in literature review. To recap, biggest obstacles for reuse recognized in previous
studies were toughness of deconstruction; fixed, difficult and irregular connections;
problems in designing with dismantled products and toughness to trace structural
properties of dismantled components. Principles for DfD were: easily dismantled and
transparent connections; deconstruction plan included in design phase; simple,
transparent and regular building (as well as components); flexible and adaptable building;
cooperation with different interest groups; low number of material grades and traceable
parts, drawings and designs. Most of these were already considered in previous chapter,
but this chapter concentrates on detailing.
Steel frames have lots of mechanical connections so they are already easily dismantled
with non-destructive methods, as is the example building of this thesis. Bigger problem
seems to be toughness of finding reuse applications as well as toughness of sorting the
components in deconstruction work. Thus, case designing leans very strongly on
regularity in connections, cross sections, lengths and material grades. Previously
established standardized measure of lengths should be exploited in components in any
possible situation. Same structural components should have similar connections
everywhere in the building.
Welds in the components usually mean that it is harder to find reuse applications without
remanufacturing. It is possible to remove welds, but it takes time, effort and money so
better solution would be not to use them. Target is that main components (columns, beams
and truss assemblies) of this thesis will not include any welds, only bolt holes and in best
situation – universal bolt hole system. All the needed connections would be connected to
these holes.
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Steel framed buildings usually have a connection or two that are difficult and need
specific detailing. For example, diagonal parts like wall or roof braces usually need
difficult gusset plates that are not universal. Target of reuse design in this thesis is to
maximize the amount of steel kilograms that are applicable to reuse after deconstruction.
This thesis approaches the problem with “expendable parts”. If difficult and rare gusset
or connection plates are welded in to main components, either remanufacturing is needed
or reuse possibilities are limited. Connection details should be bolted to main components
and these connection assemblies can be “sacrificed” to recycling. Aim of this is to assure
that bigger parts and components with the most weight would be easier to reuse while
smaller components with more specific details and less weight can be recycled.
In a nutshell, biggest effort in reuse designing goes to main components. Target is that
after dismantling, those components could be transported in to new application, storage
or hardware shop without remanufacturing. Cross sections are already quite standard so
if lengths and bolt hole systems would become standards, buildings frame could be
assembled from standard parts.
4.7.1 Columns
Component reuse designing starts from columns. Main idea is to use previously
determined standardized lengths and standard HEA240 profiles. Only processing done to
a single piece of column is system bolt holes in both bottom and top end of the part. All
connections in columns will exploit these bolt holes so there will not be any welded gusset
plates, connection plates or stiffeners in the section. Building has intermediate level inside
so supporting structure of the level will most likely be connected to columns. In example
building, inside columns supporting the level are 3300 mm high and frame columns are
9200 mm high. In this thesis 3000 mm high column parts will be used as inside columns
and bottom parts of frame columns. 6000 mm high column parts will be added with
column splice to bottom part of frame columns to complete the demanded height. Bolt
hole system will be determined by designing column splice and calculating utilization
ratio for it.
Tentatively, splice connection consists of 10 mm thick plates and 8.8 M24 bolts. There
will be one plate in each flange and each side of profile’s web. For M24, recommended
edge distances are 50 mm to side, 60 mm to end and recommended distance between
centres is 80 mm in both directions (Ongelin & Valkonen 2010, p. 319). If possible, (at
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least) these distances will be used in the splice. HEA240 flange width is 240 mm and
flange thickness is 12 mm. Height of the profile is 230 mm so in profile’s web there is
230 mm-2* 12 mm=206 mm space to fit the plates and bolts. There is enough space for
recommended distances. As it was decided, there will be no welds in the columns, so for
example intermediate level support beam connection plates must be welded to some of
the splice plates. It should be considered that (especially in webs) there is enough space
to weld a connection plate between bolt holes. Sketch of column splice is shown in picture
8.

Picture 8. Sketch of column splice.
Since the splice is in 3 m height, column splice will be calculated with forces in 3 m
height from the column with highest utilization ratio. Appendix 7 shows accurate
calculation report of the splice connection.
Utilization ratio for the splice was 0.44 so splice is slightly overdimensioned. Even though
splices are overdimensioned, they will not be reduced. There is a possibility to use total
of 36 bolts, but if the loads allow, fewer bolts can be used in splices to decrease cost of
connection. Example of column splice is shown in picture 9. Intermediate level beam
connection to column splice is also shown in the picture.
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Picture 9. Example of column splice and support beam connection to splice plate.
Columns end plate and base plate will also be connected to standardized bolt holes.
Trusses and braces can be connected to these assemblies instead of column profile.
Picture 10 shows base and end plate connections. End – and base plate connections are
not accurately calculated in this thesis. Plates in this thesis are raw versions which can be
developed further. Estimation of plate thicknesses and number of bolts were made of
splice calculations and example building.

Picture 10. Columns base – and end plate connections.
Bolt hole systems could be standardized for different cross sections and in theory, this
type of solution could make steel columns standardized building products.
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4.7.2 Trusses
Theoretically trusses could also be assembled of standard length pieces. Piece could be
rectangle with chords, two diagonal and two vertical bars. Diagonal bars would be in 45°
angle. Different roof pitches would be possible if appropriate connections were
developed. Picture 11 includes a sketch of possible pieces.

Picture 11. Possible standard truss pieces.
This solution is complicated for various reasons. Truss height depends on span length so
with long spans, additional tension bar would need to be connected to truss. In completely
universal solution, single truss piece could be located anywhere in truss. Thus, tension
bar connection parts/plates would be needed in every truss piece. Connection to columns
and splices in roof ridge would also be very difficult to design with this completely
universal solution. However, separate support – and ridge pieces could be used to
overcome this problem. If trusses were assembled from standard pieces, structural
functionality would be hard to ensure and connections between pieces could be quite
expensive. Toughness in designing led to choosing traditional truss system for the case
project.
Case project trusses are assembled of two pieces with splices in the middle. Roof braces
need to be connected to top chords of trusses. Welded gusset plates would affect reuse
possibilities of trusses so gusset plates are bolted to top chord. Bolts go through top chords
so two plates can be connected with same bolts. It is difficult to erect the plates to top
chords because two plates must be supported at the same time as bolt are fed through top
chord and plates. Custom-made U-profiles would facilitate installation work a lot but they
would also complicate load-bearing sheet connection to top chords and increase material
consumption. Increased consumption comes from the need of extra plates in plate
assemblies and the need of add purlins to top chords. Therefore, decision is to use only
plates instead of custom made U-profiles. To simplify work in construction site, plates
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will be connected to top chords in workshop. Example of gusset plate connection to top
chord is shown in picture 12.

Picture 12. Gusset plate connection to top chord.
Every diagonal bar in the truss are from same cross section which gives the possibility to
reuse half truss in single pitch roof. Reusing half of the truss would still need slight
remanufacturing between applications since splice connections might not be suitable
when connecting truss to column. Therefore, the highest levels of reuse (whole building
or whole component without remanufacturing) are possible only if the whole building is
moved to another location or new building has exactly same span length. Trusses still
have lots of possibilities for reuse with slight remanufacturing. In addition to reusing half
truss, truss halves can be cut shorter and used with shorter span length if new connection
details are added to trusses in workshop. Truss parts (chords and diagonals) can be
separated from trusses by cutting and afterwards can be reused in totally different
applications. Picture 13 shows case projects trusses.
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Picture 13. Trusses in case project.
Even though reuse possibilities are quite wide for regular truss, only from reuse
perspective, the best possible solution for trusses (or any other component) would be
assembling them from standard pieces. It takes lots of effort in designing and might not
be very realistic short-term approach, so the idea was ruled out of case designing.
However, further studies are definitely recommended. With appropriate connection
details, ensured structural functioning and optimized splices, standardized truss pieces
could be a suitable solution.
4.7.3 Beams
Case project building has beams in both ends of the building. First idea was to exploit
same approach that was used with columns, but there were many obstacles challenging
that idea. Because of the roof pitch, actual distance between beam supports is
(60002+6002)0.5 mm ≈ 6030 mm. It means that beam connection to supports or brace
connection to beams cannot be easily executed with standardized bolt holes. Other idea
was to use small, “expendable” parts in both sides and in ridge. Picture 14 presents the
solution with “expendable” parts.
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Picture 14. End beam with “expendable” parts and splices.
If case project would use beam parts with standard lengths, additional bolt holes would
be needed in beam parts to connect beams to columns and braces to beams. Connecting
load-bearing sheets to beams would also be more complicated. Since the building has so
few beams, building would be a source for 8 pieces of 6-metre standardized beam parts
(with additional bolt holes) after dismantling. Ridge parts and side parts could not be
counted for reusable components. Solution is expensive, hard to execute and benefits are
not explicit. Thus, case project will use a solution where both ends have one beam in each
slope. Only welds in the beams will be end plate needed for beam splice. All other
connections are bolted to beams. After deconstruction, there will be four pieces of about
15 meters long beams with some bolt holes and plates in one end. If the whole building
is not moved to another location, slight remanufacturing is most likely needed with
beams. Compared to solution with standard lengths and splices, using one beam per pitch
increases the amount of possibly reusable steel kilograms, is economically advantageous
and needs less work in workshop and in site. Only weakness in this solution is that it is
not repeatable or universal but after consideration it was thought to be the best solution
for case project. Picture 15 shows the final solution and gusset plate connection to end
beam.
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Picture 15. Eventual end beam and gusset plate connection to end beam.
4.7.4 Braces
With braces, reuse designing leans on regularity in connections and lengths. To achieve
better reuse possibilities, braces have very general gusset plate connection details and
every brace has identical connection details in both ends. Other important thing is that
braces have same length. Every straight brace in the roof is 5500 mm long. Diagonal roof
braces have two lengths: 6100 mm and 7850 mm. Building roof has 42 pieces of
5500 mm long straight braces, 13 pieces of 7850 mm long diagonal braces and 4 pieces
of 6100 mm long diagonal braces. Roof braces are presented in picture 16.
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Picture 16. Regularity in roof bracing.
Wall braces depend on building height and roof pitch so they have variable lengths. There
was a possibility to fit four pieces of similar 5500 mm braces in both ends of the building,
so the possibility was exploited to increase amount to 46 pieces of similar braces. Other
wall braces have different lengths and can be reused in building with same height and
roof pitch but they can also be remanufactured and used in different applications. Building
has altogether 12 wall braces with different lengths, but same cross section than roof
braces. Even frame structure for vertical lift doors are made of same cross section than
braces so depending on manufacturer’s detailing, frame sections might also be available
for reuse. After dismantling, building can be very valuable resource of hollow core
sections for even larger demands. Wall braces are shown in picture 17.
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Picture 17. Wall braces.
Every brace in case project will be connected with gusset plate connection since it is
common connection detail amongst braces. Gusset plates can be reused but in principle
they are assumed to be “expendable” parts and therefore are bolted to main components.
Main idea is to have as many similar brace assemblies as possible. If brace assemblies are
similar, gusset plate dimensions are the ones that might have to vary. For example, braces
in last frame span have one end connected to top chord and one end to beam, so gusset
plates need to have different dimensions. Since the gusset plate connection is very general
connection detail with braces, regularity in distances in different buildings is directly
proportional to brace reuse possibilities. Bigger forces might require more bolts so maybe
for more universal solution, connection plates would need to be bigger with more bolt
holes. Calculations of gusset plate connection with biggest forces are shown in appendix
8. Case project’s gusset plate connection for braces is presented in picture 18.

Picture 18. Brace connections in case project.
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4.7.5 Load-bearing sheets
Reuse designing for load bearing sheets is complicated because design possibilities are
very limited. Solutions can rely on same basis that has carried through this thesis:
regularity, simplicity and easier dismantling. Building’s dimensions were already
modified, which is beneficial for load-bearing sheets too. Earlier in calculations it was
established that load-bearing sheets use two span system because overlap joints lead to
holes in the web of sheets and might complicate sheet reuse. Building has seven spans
longitudinally so two span system can be used to cover six spans. Remaining span needs
one span system. Unfortunately, standard end lap installation was not durable enough for
case project circumstances, so simple overlap joint was needed in the one span sheet. It
was decided that sheets should be 1.5 mm thick that it is easier to dismantle them
undamaged. This leads to quite large overdimensioning, but it is assumed that solution
might improve reuse possibilities. Last thing that is supposed to promote reuse of sheets,
is the decision to use screws as fasteners instead of nails. Screws are little more expensive,
but easier to dismantle. Load-bearing sheets in case project are presented in picture 19.

Picture 19. Load-bearing sheets in case project.
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Detailing for load-bearing sheets is following:
-

Side overlap will be standard side overlap.

-

Static scheme will be 2-span system (A-G in picture) or simple overlap joint (GH).

-

Fasteners will be used in every other flange against support.

-

Side laps need to have fastener with the spacing of c\c 500 mm.

-

In simple overlap joint, each web needs to have one fastener.

4.7.6 Sandwich elements
Sandwich elements have good qualities for reuse designing. Width and connection
detailing is quite standard in the industry. Alterations for sandwich elements is limited
because basically two things can be changed: length and connection details. In case
project, detailing sandwich elements is complicated because of previous decisions made
in reuse designing. Column splices, base – and end plates have projecting bolts which are
affecting sandwich element detailing. Detailing must also concern the reuse possibilities
of sandwich elements since it was one of the targets in this thesis. To improve reuse
possibilities, designing is targeting to find possibilities to exploit friction clamp
connections for sandwich elements. Clamp connections would leave sandwich elements
free from drill holes and it would lead to more universal possibilities for reusing sandwich
elements.
Previously it was decided that columns would only have systematic bolt holes in bottomand top ends, but due to complicated nature of sandwich element detailing, a compromise
must be made. To avoid clash between bolts and sandwich elements, H-section will be
connected to columns with drill screws and sandwich elements will be connected to Hsections. H-sections need to be cut in the area where splice connection is located. Corner
columns need connection surface for column’s web side, so L-section is connected to
column flange. Sandwich elements in building’s corners are connected in conventional
way with element screws drilled through sandwich elements. Example building had
parapet panels, so they will be used also in case project. Parapet panels improve reuse
ratio for sandwich elements, because elements are similar from bottom to top. Necessary
connection plates for parapet panels are welded in to columns end plate assembly.
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Sketches of possible sandwich element connection details are shown in appendix 9.
Appendix contains three different versions of vertical joints for sandwich elements and
all of them are clamp connections. Appendix also contains the detail for external corner.
4.7.7 “Expendable” parts
One of the main ideas of reuse designing in this thesis was the concept of “expendable”
parts. These components can be reused as well as any other parts, but since they usually
are quite unique plate assemblies, it can be assumed that they will be melted after
deconstruction. “Expendable” components are exploited in different connection details to
avoid welding to primary components. Picture 20 presents examples of different
“expendable” components in case project.

Picture 20. Example of “expendable” joint components in columns and trusses.

4.8 Component service life
Component service life calculation is important information when determining whether
designing for reuse is reasonable or not. Finnish Constructional Steelwork Association
has coordinated a project which targeted to develop a program to calculate service lives
of different steel components. Program is called ENNUS-Teräs and was developed by
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland LTD. The program exploits factor method
from ISO 15687-1. Service life can be calculated for three different façades (one of them
being sandwich elements), for sheet roofing and for skeletal structure with four different
reliability ratios. There are several variables in program, divided in following sections:
materials, structural solutions, execution, stress from operation and maintenance level.
(Vares et al 2008.)
Calculated service life for frame structures was 128 years with following conditions:
Stress class C3; reliability ratio 0.95 for calculations; outdoor protective paint with epoxy
resin on base and urethane in surface; component is protected from weather and does not
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have risks to form thermal bridges; transportation, storage and machining has been done
per instructions; component is not stressed by traffic or other similar operation and
component maintenance is done on regular basis. Necessary measures needed every year
in regular maintenance are: checking the openness of ventilator slot, cleaning wall sides,
fixing surface damages, cleaning surfaces from rust runs, dirt and trashes, checking and
cleaning drain sewerage system and fixing leakages. Necessary measures needed every 5
– to 10 years are: opening building skin and checking background structures, fastener
tightening and exchanging if needed, estimating condition of joints and estimating the
need to maintenance painting. Maintenance painting has biggest influence to
component’s service life and for 128-year service life, component must be cleaned and
re-painted twice. According to the program, zinc-coated components would have servicelife of 100 years with same conditions, but naturally components would not need repainting. With similar boundary conditions and good designing, calculated service life
for sandwich elements was 95 years and 63 years for sheets. Example calculations for
frame structure components are presented in appendix 10.
If the 37 years was used as reference service life for building and calculations made with
ENNUS-Teräs as reference service life for components then number of loops would be
3.46 loops for frame, 2.57 loops for sandwich elements and 1.7 loops for sheets.

4.9 Deconstruction plan
Established practice in construction industry is to start designing demolish near the end
of building’s life cycle. However, one of the basic principles of DfD was including
deconstruction plan in designing phase. All the current regulations, instructions and codes
are focusing on current practices. Thus, there are no established guidelines on what the
deconstruction plan on designing phase could involve, so guidelines must be applied in
this thesis.
In Finland, the traditional demolition work designing aims to meet the regulatory
requirements and achieve effective demolition work. Demolition designing should
concern the whole chain in demolition work – from demolition to reusing, recycling,
remanufacturing or waste disposal. There are four different phases in demolition contract:
project planning, structural planning, work phase planning and weekly planning. Project
planning includes demolition schedule and safety document and is done by builder.
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Structural planning includes explanatory note for demolition and it is done by structural
engineer. Work phase planning includes demolition work plan and demolition plan
procedure and both are made by demolition contractor. This thesis concentrates on the
work of structural engineer so deconstruction plan will also concentrate on structural
engineer’s responsibilities. In Finnish demolition work, structural engineer has following
responsibilities:
-

Produce demolition work explanatory note and demolition drawings.

-

Inspects capacity, stability, need for support and materials for structures to be
demolished.

-

Inspects the accuracy of old designs and drawings.

-

Recognizes risks in different work phases.

-

Assists contractor with demolition work plan.

-

Inspects demolition work plan. (Rakennustieto 2009.)

In New Zealand, city of Auckland and independent consulting organization BRANZ have
created a program called REBRI which is short for Resource Efficiency in the Building
and Related Industries. REBRI includes instructions on deconstruction planning which
are made for traditional demolition or deconstruction and are suited for New Zealand, but
can be applied in this thesis. Deconstruction planning starts with site and building
assessment which helps recognizing possibilities for further reuse – if the whole building
should be reused or dismantled in to pieces. After assessment, material inventory needs
to be done. It studies quantities and material types in the building and aims to define the
level of reuse or recycling practice to different materials. Expenses and savings from
different procedures should be determined in material inventory. It is important to include
all the possible costs and payments like reduced landfill costs, payment for reusable
material and costs of deconstruction works. Scheduling the deconstruction is next phase
in planning. Each project is unique so building’s quantities, material types and conditions
affect to deconstruction scheduling and methods. For undamaging deconstruction and
maximal recovery ratio it is important to use previous drawings and designs to determine
deconstruction methods, ensure that there is enough time for deconstruction and make
sure that clients understand that deconstruction requires more time. Deconstruction plan
is needed and it is targeting to maximize recovery of resources. Plan should include:
Material quantities for reuse, remanufacture, recycle or waste disposal; possible end use
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for different products; deconstruction methods; schedule; possible storage area planning
and procedures for material removing and handling. (BRANZ 2017.)
4.9.1 Deconstruction plan for case project
Deconstruction plan should be made in cooperation with design team, building contractor,
demolition contractor and client. Since this thesis does not have design team, contractors
or client, brief deconstruction plan will be made focusing on structural engineer’s
responsibilities. Deconstruction plan will include following:
-

Reusable components.

-

Possible end use for different components.

-

Strategy on documentation and component traceability.

-

Order of deconstruction.

-

Structural observations.

4.9.2 Reusable components
For the most parts of the building, case project is designed to be reused. Primary
components are designed in such way, that there are various possibilities for reuse. Only
exception are intermediate level composite structure support beams and small column
pieces in the end columns. Every other steel component in the building can be assumed
to be reused. Case project has several plates bolted to primary components that are unique
and are hard to reuse like brace gusset plate assemblies connected to top chord or column
end plates and base plates that have gusset plates for braces and/or door frames. There are
no insuperable obstacles for reusing them, but applications are clearly limited if
remanufacturing is not made.
Building’s skin consists of load-bearing sheets and sandwich elements. Solutions made
in the designing phase targeted to improve reuse possibilities for these components.
Assumption in deconstruction plan of this thesis is that nearly 100 % of sheets and
elements can be reused. Purpose was to run this assumption by some demolition experts
but unfortunately there were none found that were interested in cooperation at the time.
Biggest risk for sandwich elements is exposure to weather conditions and wetting, so
precise plan would be needed for storing the sandwich elements. Load-bearing sheets
would be hard to dismantle without damaging them, so deconstruction would need lot of
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time. Again, more accurate evaluations and condition surveys would be needed when the
life cycle of building is approaching its end.
4.9.3 Possible end use for different components
Case project has basically four different components in frame: beams, columns, trusses
and braces. Other components include door frames, inside columns and inside beams, but
they all are same profiles as braces. Beams and columns have only bolt holes in them so
they can be reused universally. Every brace has similar connection details and most of
them have same length so they can be reused as braces in building with similar distances.
After slight remanufacturing braces can be reused in various applications like columns or
beams. Trusses can be reused as trusses in building with similar span length. Slight
remanufacturing in connection details gives the possibility to reuse half truss in smaller
building as single pitch roof. It is also possible to remove diagonal bars from the truss by
cutting which would give tubular slabs for further manufacturing, but it needs larger
actions in workshop. Case project’s separate plates can be reused in various applications
depending on demands and with some remanufacturing possibilities are basically
limitless. Sandwich elements and load-bearing sheets can be reused in similar
applications.
4.9.4 Documents and traceability
Accurate deconstruction planning is much easier if proper documentation is made in
designing phase. Designs, plans, drawings and reports helps decision making a lot.
Traditional archiving is important, but exploiting new technologies might give a lot of
valuable information for future reuse. Combination of smart steel and BIM could be
reasonable solution to improve documentation and traceability. Components could have
identification tag (for example radio frequency identification) which would include
information of the component. From structural engineer’s point of view, most important
information included in the tag would be: cross section, material grade, bolt holes, welds,
dimensions, corrosion protection, service life, manufacturing date and previous use.
Utilizing the cooperation of BIM and smart steel could be very helpful for designers if
component could be imported to model and all previous information would be included
in the component. Cooperation might even enable founding a component market that
would link supply and demand with extremely accurate information on components.
(Ness et al 2015.)
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4.9.5 Order of deconstruction and structural observations
Deconstruction method in case project would be sorting demolition. In Finland, there are
few recommendations on phases of demolition and order of demolition in sorting
demolition. Phases are: hazardous waste inspection, hazardous waste disposal, cleaning
building of other waste, removing materials and parts that are not included in building’s
frame and sorting demolition of the frame. Order of deconstruction is: electrical
installations, HVAC installations, floor surfaces, doors and windows, timber parts,
separating walls, façade materials, frame and foundations. (RIL 2013, p. 207-208.)
One of the main concerns in reuse designing of this thesis was to simplify sorting in
deconstruction. Case project’s frame is self-supporting so structural functioning is very
understandable. For example, frame stability does not depend on load-bearing sheets.
Thus, deconstruction order is also straightforward after installations, floor surfaces, doors
and windows, separating walls and inside structures have been deconstructed.
Deconstruction order is following:
-

Sandwich elements. Weather guard must be considered.

-

Load-bearing sheets. Special care must be taken to dismantle sheets undamaged.

-

Wall braces, roof braces and door frames. Same cross section, can be sorted in
same pile.

-

Trusses and beams. Crane support needed in deconstruction.

-

Columns. No need to dismantle base plates, end plates, splices or H-sections on
deconstruction site. If needed, they can be removed later, on new construction site
or workshop. Supports needed when cutting anchor bolts.

4.10 Case results
4.10.1 Quantities and comparison between projects
Decisions made in designing phase have increased number of fasteners and amount of
steel kilograms quite significantly. Due to concern on quantities it was important to gather
data on the amount of connection components and fasteners in different solutions. This
distribution helps to estimate if solutions are reasonable also economically. Exact
quantities for case project and example building are shown in appendix 11.
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Main target of this thesis was to compare different solutions economically to understand
whether reuse designing is a reasonable choice in the future. Easiest way to compare
buildings is simply to compare steel kilograms between solutions. Table 5 shows
comparison between different units of buildings.
Table 5. Steel weights in example building and case designing.
Unit

Example building [kg]

Case designing [kg]

Columns

13800

14722.3

Column fittings

2869

5934.3

Trusses

14888

20490.8

Braces, door frames,

4631.6

7931.2

Brace fittings

229

1917.2

Beams

2158.7

2182.4

WQ beams

2920

3964.2

WQ beam fittings

116

282

Load-bearing sheets

17679.5

26020.1

Total weight for fittings

4286

9954

Total weight for main

56705.5

75287.3

60991.5

85241.3

inside columns and inside
beams

parts (incl. sheets)
Total weight
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Table above confirms that concerns about increasing costs are valid. Total steel weight is
about 1.40- times higher and weight for fitting is 2.32- times higher in case project. Few
decisions clearly have critical influence on steel kilograms. First noticeable thing is the
weight of column fittings, which is extremely high in case project compared to example
building. Column splice plates weighed 1237.9 kg and H-sections weighed 1269.4 kg
which results for 2507.3 kg. Difference between buildings is 3065.3 kg so basically the
amount is almost entirely dependent on column splices. Second amount that catches
interest is the weight of the trusses. There are two decisions that increase the amount of
steel kilograms in trusses. Load-bearing sheets are not used as buckling supports which
leads to stronger profile in top chord and the other one is the decision to use same cross
section in every diagonal bar. Diagonal and vertical bars in example building weigh 3984
kg and top chords weigh 6240 kg while in case project, diagonals weigh 5479 kg and top
chords 10398.12 kg. Third notice is the weight of braces, door frames, inside columns,
inside beams and brace fittings. There are some inaccuracies in statistics because of
classification differences between models which affects mostly braces. However, case
project has much more braces and much more brace fittings than example building which
is due to decision to use braces for stiffening in both directions. Example building
exploited rigid frames for stiffening. The amount of brace fittings increased because the
gusset plates were not welded to top chords. The last observation is that total weight of
load-bearing sheets is significantly bigger in case designing and has big effect to project’s
total amount of steel kilograms.
Number of fasteners also increases in reuse designing. Example building has 387 bolts
within frame main part connections. Load-bearing sheet and sandwich element fasteners
are not included in the amount. With reuse designing, number of fasteners is multiple.
Total number of different bolts in the frame is 2749 bolts. Reason behind the difference
is mainly due to four different details: column splices, column base plates, column end
plates and roof brace gusset plates. Table 5 presented previously the number of bolts in
these details and it is following: Column splices 1152 bolts (M24*90), column base plates
540 bolts (M24*100), column end plates 240 bolts (M24*85 and M24*100) and brace
gusset plates 160 bolts (M24*280). Total number of bolts in these details is 2092 bolts.
Connections are not analyzed properly in this thesis so number of bolts could be decreased
with proper structural analysis. Accurate fastener lists are presented in appendix 11.
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4.10.2 Summary of solutions made to improve reuse
Reuse designing was targeting to maximize steel kilograms applicable for reuse.
Approach to reuse designing was based on the main principles of DfD. Most important
factors in reuse designing were: regularity and simplicity, mechanical connections,
“expendable” parts and standardized lengths. All solutions and their effects on further
reuse are listed in table 6.
Table 6. Solutions made in desiging phase, their effects on reuse and their effects on
quantities.
Solution
Regular and standardized
distances between columns

Target effect on reuse
✓ Regular length in

Effect on quantities
-

components

No significant
effects

✓ Easier sorting
demolition
✓ Better source for
future projects
Increasing nature loads

Using braces as buckling
support

✓ Possibility to reuse

-

Has some effects

the whole building

on quantities, but

nearly everywehere

evaluation not done

in Finland

in this thesis

✓ Roof is more
adaptable to

-

20 extra braces

-

40 extra gusset

changes

plates and 40 extra

✓ Building is easier
to deconstruct

connection plates
-

160 extra bolts

-

Approximately
2380 kg more steel
from extra parts

-

Approximately
4469,4 kg more
steel to trusses
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Using braces for stiffening

✓ More general and

-

6 extra braces

understandable

-

10 extra gusset

structural system
✓ Easier

plates
-

deconstruction

Regular cross sections
within a component

24 extra connection
plates

✓ Better source for

-

24 extra bolts

future projects

-

733.4 kg more steel

✓ Easier to do sorting

-

922.3 kg more steel

when
deconstructing

to columns
-

✓ Better source for

No significant
effects on braces

future projects
Regular material grade

✓ Easier to do sorting

-

when

No significant
effects

deconstructing
✓ Better source for
future projects
Using regular and thicker
load-bearing sheets

✓ Easier to do sorting

-

8340 kg more steel

-

No significant

when
deconstructing
✓ Better source for
future projects

Using friction clamp
connections in sandwich

✓ Easier to find reuse
applications

effects

element detailing
Assembling columns from
standard pieces

✓ Universal reuse

-

possibilities
✓ Standardized
building product

128 extra splice
plates

-

24 extra H-sections

-

1152 extra bolts

-

2507.3 kg more
steel
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Base and end plates bolted
to columns

✓ Universal reuse

-

120 extra plates

possibilities

-

780 extra bolts

-

575.5 kg more steel

-

1495 kg more steel

✓ Universal reuse

-

196 extra plates

possibilities

-

940 extra bolts

-

Approximately

✓ Repeatable
solution
Same cross section in

✓ Possibility to reuse

every diagonal bar in

half of the truss in

trusses

narrower building

Using “expendable” parts

1359,5 kg more
steel
Regular distance between
inside columns

✓ Better reuse

-

possibilities for

1044,2 kg more
steel

intermediate level
support beams
Screws used as fasteners in
load-bearing sheet
connections

✓ Easier to dismantle
sheets undamaged

-

No effects on
quantities, but
labour cost
increases

Profitability of some decisions can be questioned. For example, thicker load-bearing
sheets. It is not explicit that reuse possibilities will improve by using thicker sheets, but
cost increases quite significantly. Buildings have quite similar dimensions and frame
distances so it can be assumed that with optimization, sheet weight would be
approximately equal in case building and example building. Decision to use same
standard distance between inside columns was supposed to improve regularity and maybe
increase reuse possibilities for support beams. The decision does not have very clear
profits, but it increases steel kilograms. If the case project uses optimization with loadbearing sheets and same layout with inside columns and WQ-beams as the example
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building does, steel kilograms can be decreased with 9384.8 kg. This would lead to total
weight of 75856.5 kg, which is 1.25-times higher than example building.

4.11 Case conclusions
4.11.1 Investment profitability
Previous chapter showed that reuse designing increases investment. After adjusting loadbearing sheets and WQ-beams, steel kilogram ratio between reuse designing and
traditional designing is 1,25. Reusable building has more fasteners and fittings than
traditional building. Basic calculations on investment profitability are needed to evaluate
whether the investment is worthwhile or not. Net present value method is convenient tool
to produce simple evaluations on investment profitability.
NPV is a method where yearly net profit and residual value is changed by discounting
into investment date amount of money, or in other words, net present value. NPV is
calculated by subtracting investment from net profit and residual value. If NPV is
negative, investment is not profitable. Formula 3 presents NPV method (Kokko 2015, p.
31-32)
𝐶

𝑅𝑉

𝑡
𝑛
𝑁𝑃𝑉 = 𝛴𝑡=1
+ (1+𝑖)𝑛 𝑛 − 𝐶0
(1+𝑖)𝑡

where

(3)

NPV is net present value,
Ct is yearly profit,
i is imputed rate of interest,
t is reviewable year,
RV is residual value,
n is the last year of service life,
and C0 is capital requirement.

In reuse designing there is no yearly profit so formula reduces to subtraction of discounted
residual value and needed capital requirement. In this thesis, calculation model is
produced by estimating constant value for capital requirement and altering imputed rate
of interest and residual value. Even though buildings have different steel grades, first
reference value for capital requirement is total steel weight ratio 1.25. It can be estimated
that contract price for steel kilogram is bit higher in reuse designing due the large number
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of fittings and fasteners and it is estimated to be 5 % higher. Thus, total capital
requirement in reuse designing is 1.25*1.05=1.3125. Difference between designing
methods is 1.3125-1=0.3125. Net present value is calculated with interest rates from 1 %
to 6 %. Calculations are made with residual value differences from 0.1 to 0.9. Residual
value difference presents the difference between reuse designing residual value and
traditional designing residual value (basically scrap steel price). Accurate NPV results are
shown in appendix 12. If NPV is negative, it is marked red and if it is zero or above, it is
marked green in the results. Results are presenting the limit when building should be
deconstructed and components sold forward with different residual values and interest
rates. Maximum is 37 years which was the average service life of warehouses and
industrial buildings in Huuhka’s and Lahdensivu’s (2016, p. 25) study. Table 7 shows
calculated limits for service life.
Table 7. Building’s deconstruction year limit with different residual values and interest
rates if capital investment is 1.3125-times higher.
Interest

Difference in residual value

rate
[%]

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

-

-

-

24

37

37

37

37

37

2

-

-

-

12

23

37

37

37

37

3

-

-

-

8

15

22

27

31

35

4

-

-

-

6

11

16

20

23

26

5

-

-

-

5

9

13

16

19

21

6

-

-

-

4

8

11

13

16

18

As the table shows, difference in residual value must be at least 0.4 with every interest
rate and for example, with 6 % interest rate, reuse designing is not very profitable.
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Therefore, it should be inspected what the service lives would be like, if the capital
investment was a bit smaller. Calculations with 10 % increase in capital investment are
shown in appendix 13. Table 8 shows the service life limit when increase in capital
investment is 10 %.
Table 8. Building’s deconstruction year limit with different residual values and interest
rates if capital investment is 1.1-times higher.
Interest

Difference in residual value

rate
[%]

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

-

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

2

-

35

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

3

-

23

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

4

-

17

28

35

37

37

37

37

37

5

-

14

22

28

32

36

37

37

37

6

-

11

18

23

27

30

33

35

37

If capital investment increase is limited to 10 %, limit service lives are much more
reasonable. In this project, an estimation can be made of what solutions could be included
if the capital investment increase was limited to 10 %. If only steel kilograms are
concerned in the limitation, it means that steel mass can be increased by 1.1*60991.5 kg
= 67090.65 kg. Previously it was decided that adjustments to load-bearing sheets and
WQ-beams were abandoned which led to total of 75856.5 steel kilograms. To achieve the
10 % limit, steel kilograms should be decreased with 8765.85 kilograms. There are two
questionable solutions that could be dismissed from the desiginings. First one is using the
column splices and second one is using same cross section within truss diagonal bars.
Since there are no supply chains or markets for reclaimed components, assembling
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columns from standard pieces is a bit risky. Same standard bolt holes can be made to 9 m
pieces and additionally some of those columns will need additional bolt holes to connect
intermediate level beams to them. If the splices are dismissed, then it should also be
inspected if some plates could be removed from column end plate assemblies. Those
assemblies have plates in both side of beam web and in both flanges. If the plates from
flanges could be removed, it would mean that H-sections would no more be necessary in
columns outer flange for sandwich element connections. Since the connection is a hinge
joint in structural analysis, it could be possible to remove those plates. Column end plate
assembly’s flange plates account for total of 121.6 kilograms. Picture 21 shows flange
plates in end plate assemblies.
Picture 21. Flange plates in end plate assemblies.

Using same cross section in every diagonal bar does not have major affect on reuse
possibilities so it can be abandoned also. Saved steel kilograms are calculated with the
difference that reuse building and original building have in diagonal bar weight. It means
that increase in nature loads is not concerned so evaluation is not accurate. Dismissing
these two solutions and flange plates decreases steel mass with 1495 kg + 2507.3 kg +
121.6 kg = 4123.9 kg. All other solutions are essential in terms of reusability or building
deconstruction. Using braces as buckling support instead of load bearing sheets has the
largest effect on steel kilograms. DfD principles stated that it is important that building
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layers with different service life are easily separated from each other. When load-bearing
sheets act as buckling support, trusses depend on the support that skin structure are
offering them so skin structure and frame structure are not clearly separable. If this fact
is compromised to achieve savings in steel kilograms, steel mass can be decreased with
4158.12 kg +2380 kg = 6538.12 kg. Total savings would be 4123.9 kg + 6538.12 kg=
10662.02 kg and total amount of steel kilograms in the building would be 75856.5 kg –
10662.02 kg = 65194.48 kg. Steel mass ratio between case project and original project
would be 65194.48 kg / 60991.5 kg = 1.069. These dismissals would leave some safety
factor for contract price and the fact that steel kilogram differences do not concern
increased loads.
To sum it up, if capital investment increase is limited to 10 %, following solutions can be
included in case project:
-

regular and standardized distances,

-

nature load increasement (estimation),

-

stiffening with braces,

-

regular cross sections (except for truss diagonals) and material grades,

-

friction clamp connection in sandwich element connections,

-

bolted base - and end plates in columns,

-

and “expendable” parts.

Following solutions must be dismissed:
-

thicker load-bearing sheets,

-

using braces as buckling supports,

-

column splices,

-

standard distances between inside columns,

-

and using same cross section in every diagonal bar.

Investment profitability can be estimated from different angle of view. If interest rate and
service life are constants, extra investment limit with different residual value differences
can be calculated with NPV. Investment limit will be calculated with 20 years service life
and 5 % interest rate. Picture 22 presents result chart from these calculations.
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Picture 22. Extra investment limit with 20 years service life and 5 % interest rate.
Results from investment limit calculations are following:
-

With 0.1 residual value difference, extra investment limit is approximately 4 %.

-

With 0.2 residual value difference, extra investment limit is approximately 8 %.

-

With 0.3 residual value difference, extra investment limit is approximately 11 %.

-

With 0.4 residual value difference, extra investment limit is approximately 15 %.

-

With 0.5 residual value difference, extra investment limit is approximately 19 %.

-

With 0.6 or higher residual value, extra investment limit is higher than 20 %.

However, there are several uncertainty factors in estimating investment profitability with
NPV. Residual value is not as simple as it seems in these calculations, because inflation
probably would have some effects to residual value. In this thesis, residual value is
basically constant in relation to time. If estimations go far in the future, risk of mistakes
grows and these mistakes are beneficial to reuse economy. If a building that is build today
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is worth of 1 and the same building is build 20 years from today with 5 % interest rate,
capital investment will be 1*1.0520 = 2.65. Previous studies stated that in Canada,
reclaimed beam price was 60 – 80 % of the price of new beam (Gorgolewski, 2008). If
that price is used as reference and some margin is left for business profit, it can be
estimated that purchase price would be 40 %. It means that building’s residual value in
20 years would be 0.4*2.65 = 1.06. This simplified example calculation proves that NPV
calculations are quite conservative. Other problem that would be extremely valid in this
kind of project is that NPV does not concern investment’s marketing potential. Since
green values and ecology is a global megatrend, investment could have positive effect on
company’s image (Kokko 2015, p. 32). Therefore, it can be stated that estimations made
with NPV are quite conservative. This leads to the fact that reuse designing could be
competitive alternative with traditional designing even from economical point of view.
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5 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter goes through results of this thesis and after that aims to make conclusions of
these results. Chapter will first go through the results gathered from literature review and
then the results gathered from case study.

5.1 Literature review results
Literature review presented the fact that climate change is a significant global crisis which
already affects communities around the world. There is an agreement around the world
that actions must be made to decelerate climate change. Construction industry produces
lots of waste and consumes natural resources so the industry has possibility to have major
effect in stopping the alarming development. Since construction industry has focused on
the operational phase of buildings when decreasing energy consumption, production
phase has gained less attention. It means that production phase takes larger proportion of
the total emissions and consumption, and therefore has larger effect when decreasing
emissions and consumption. Structural component reuse is viable, yet little used method,
to decrease emissions and consumption in construction material production. (Da Graça
Carvalho et al. 2010, WWF 2016, WWF2017, Densley Tingley et al. 2017.)
Steel production has quite significant carbon dioxide emissions, especially in ore-based
production. Therefore, steel reuse has potential in decreasing those emissions. Steel is
suitable material for reuse because of mechanical connections and long service life.
Literature review pointed out that between 2000 – 2012 warehouses and industrial
buildings were demolished in the average age of 37 years (Huuhka & Lahdensivu, 2016).
In case designing phase, it was determined that with thorough maintenance program,
frame structures could achieve 128-year service life. Frame structures could
consequently have 3,46 life cycle loops before melting.
Even though reuse is viable and valid method, it has not yet gained a lot of popularity in
the industry. There have been several studies made on the barriers of reuse. Most
significant factors were: increasing risk, increasing cost, lack of supply chain, difficult
and expensive deconstruction, inappropriate connections, structural integrity of reclaimed
components, recertifying, lack of rules/regulations/standards and difficulties in designing
with reclaimed components. First push to increase in popularity should become from
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government. For example, tax reliefs, standards to facilitate design and recertifying
depend on government decisions and these actions would simplify reuse a lot. (Densley
Tingley et al. 2017, Talja 2014, Gorgolewski 2008.)
Main theory behind reuse is designing for deconstruction which is based on the theory of
time related building layers. Every building consists of six different layers that have
different service lives: site, structure, skin, service, space plan and stuff. Those layers
should be distinct structures so they can be deconstructed on their own. Independent
structures are easier to maintenance, fix, repair or exchange the whole component.
Eventually independency facilitates also recycling and reusing after the building is
deconstructed. Main principles in DfD are: transparent and easily dismantled connections,
deconstruction plan included in designing phase, building’s simplicity, transparency and
regularity, building’s flexibility, cooperation between design team, contractor and client
and assuring the traceability of components by archiving designing and drawings
properly. DfD demands more effort in designing phase but there are lots of positive effects
in addition to recycling and reuse. It leads to more flexible building’s which is already
demanded in the markets, buildings are more durable because maintenance is easier,
resale value is higher and markets wider, components are easier to maintain, fix or
exchange and waste management costs, waste loads decrease in the end of building’s life
cycle and deconstruction is better option for the environment than demolition due to lesser
noise, dust and requirement of machines. DfD is targeting to achieve economic and
environmental benefits with ulterior reuse and recycling. (Webster & Costello 2005,
Crowther 2001, Talja 2014, Densley Tingley 2012, Brand 1995, Guy & Ciarimboli 2008.)
In the end of literature review, four different projects that had used reclaimed steel were
studied. Aim was to find consistency in successes and failures in those projects. One
recurring factor in those projects were that at least one constituent group had strong
ambitions to use reclaimed steel. Problems that occurred during projects were similar to
those found in previous publications. Toughness in deconstruction, problems in
determining structural properties of reclaimed components, limited supply chains and
designing with reclaimed components. Example projects proved that publications made
on reuse barriers were accurate and had valid points. (Sergio & Gorgolewski, Bioregional
2011, Edmonds et al., Straka & Edmonds.)
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5.2 Case study results
Case study targeted to maximize reusable steel kilograms after building is deconstructed
and solutions made in the case study were based on observations made in literature
review. There were 14 different solutions made to improve reuse possibilities and they
were:
-

regular distance between columns,

-

increasing natural loads,

-

braces as buckling support,

-

braces for stiffening,

-

regular cross sections,

-

regular material grade,

-

regular load-bearing sheets,

-

friction clamp connection for sandwich element detailing,

-

assembling columns from standard pieces,

-

base – and end plate connected with bolts to columns,

-

same cross section for diagonal bars,

-

“expendable” parts,

-

regular distance between inside columns,

-

and using screws as fasteners for load-bearing sheets.

If all these solutions were included in the project, total steel mass would be 85.24 tonnes
while example building had 60.99 tonnes. Straight after solutions’ effect on quantities
were determined a decision was made that two of them should be dismissed immediately:
regular load-bearing sheets and regular distance between inside columns. After
dismissing these solutions, project’s steel mass decreased to 75.86 tonnes which is about
1.25 times higher than the building with traditional designing.
Higher steel mass means higher capital investment. Therefore, it was essential to estimate
profitability of higher investment and the evaluation was made with NPV. When contract
price was included in the evaluations the estimation was that capital investment would be
0.3125 higher in reuse designing compared to example building. NPV method was used
to estimate a service life limit for buildings with estimated extra investment and variable
residual value differences and interest rates. Accurate results are found from appendix 12
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and results are also gathered in table 7. Short summary from the calculations is that with
5 % interest rate, service life is following with different residual values:
-

Residual value difference 0.4, service life limit 5 years.

-

Residual value difference 0.5, service life limit 9 years.

-

Residual value difference 0.6, service life limit 13 years.

-

Residual value difference 0.7, service life limit 16 years.

-

Residual value difference 0.8 service life limit 19 years.

-

Residual value difference 0.9, service life limit 21 years.

Conclusion is that with such big difference in capital investment, reuse designing is not
economically viable. Thus, NPV calculations were also made with 10 % difference in
capital investment. Appendix 13 presents accurate results and also table 8 gathered some
results from calculations. Again shortly, with 5 % interest rate, limit service life is
following:
-

Residual value difference 0.2, service life limit 14 years.

-

Residual value difference 0.3, service life limit 22 years.

-

Residual value difference 0.4, service life limit 28 years.

-

Residual value difference 0.5, service life limit 32 years.

-

Residual value difference 0.6, service life limit 36 years.

-

Residual value difference 0.7 or higher, service life limit at least 37 years.

Results are far more couraging with smaller increase in capital investment so next step in
the study was to estimate what solutions could be included in the project if the capital
investment limit is 10 %.
Solutions that could be included in the project (when investment limit is 10 %) are:
regular distances between frame columns, nature load increasement (estimation),
stiffening with braces, regular cross sections (except diagonal bars) and material
grades, friction clamp connection in sandwich element detailing, bolt connection
with columns’ end – and base plates and “expendable” parts.
Solutions that must be excluded (when investment limit is 10 %) are: thicker and
regular load-bearing sheets, column splices, regular distance between inside
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columns, using same cross section in diagonal bars and using braces as bucling
support.
NPV calculations were made once more to evaluate limit for extra investment. Those
calculations were made with 20 years service life and 5 % interest rate. Previously
presented picture 21 shows a diagram of the results, but the results are also gathered in
table 9 below.
Table 9. Investment limit calculations with NPV, when service life is 20 years and interest
rate 5 %.
Residual value difference

Extra investment limit

0.1

4%

0.2

8%

0.3

11 %

0.4

15 %

0.5

19 %

0.6 or higher

20 % or higher

Results from NPV calculations are great help in estimating investment profitability, but
there are few problems in the estimations. Residual value is constant in relation to time
and it does not reflect very well to reality. Residual value of components in reuse
designing is always dependent on the price of new component and these calculations do
not concern that fact at all. It leads to some inaccuracies in the estimations and they are
in favour of reuse economics. Reuse project would also be a good marketing asset to
companies involved in the project. NPV calculations give conservative estimations of
investment profitability in the case of reuse designing.
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5.3 Conclusions and recommendations
Main conclusion of this thesis was that reuse designing is surprisingly expensive
compared to traditional designing. In present markets, solutions that improve reuse
universally are maybe a bit too expensive to be profitable. If there were governmental
decisions made to improve reuse (tax reliefs, standards or recertification systems),
universal reuse solutions would become more reasonable. Until then, it might be better to
stay in simpler solutions. Based on the study, recommended solutions are:
-

regularity in distances,

-

load increasing so the building can be removed to more demanding location,

-

regularity in cross sections, material grades and connections,

-

end- and base plates bolted to columns,

-

and difficult connection details bolted to main components or welded to existing
plates (“expendable” parts in this thesis).

All of these could be included in project even when extra investment limit was 10 %.
Thus, the conclusion is that even with smaller extra investment, reuse possibilities can be
improved quite well.

5.4 Discussion of reuse designing
Reuse is not new invention, but designing structural components for further reuse is and
one problem in this thesis was the lack of previous experiences in reuse designing. Steel
has already very high recycling ratio, so that might be the reason behind minor
experiences in reuse designing. There are already things done that are beneficial to nature
and environment so there might not be enough motivation to do things even better.
Although recycling is creditable choice, reuse is even better and steel has great potential
in the reuse field.
Due to mechanical connections, steel structures are quite well reusable or at least
dismantlable even without remarkable effort in designing phase. Thus, inventing new
details that would improve reuse possibilities or improve deconstruction was relatively
difficult. There were only few “new” inventions in this thesis: standard length column
pieces with systematic bolt holes in both ends; bolted end – and base plates with
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connection plates for braces and door frames and gusset plate assemblies bolted to top
chords. These details demand lots of fittings and lots of fasteners which leads to
increasing cost. Target of these solutions was to improve reuse possibilities universally.
Otherwise, thesis relied on simple and basic principles established by DfD-experts.
Hardest part of reuse designing was designing skin structures because there are so few
things that can be alternated. Variable things with sandwich elements are basically length
and connection details. Length is general and regular due to changes in layout so
connection detail is the only thing that can be alternated to improve reuse possibilities.
With load-bearing sheets, idea was to use thicker sheets so they could be dismantled
safely. After the quantity calculation were made, decision was to give up that idea,
because it was clearly unprofitable economically. Thus, the only solution to improve sheet
reuse was to use screws as sheet fasteners.
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6 SUMMARY
6.1 Summary
Aim of this master thesis was to explore steel component reuse in construction industry.
Thesis started with theoretical part which was executed as literature review. First part in
literature review was an overview of general background which can be thought as a
motivation to exploit steel reuse. It included environmental issues in general, in the
industry and eventually in steel production. General background included also aspects
from circular economy, life cycle approach and service lives of buildings and
components. After the general background, theoretical part went through background in
reuse. Some terminology, different levels of recycling and paramount concept of reuse,
designing for deconstruction were introduced in the beginning. After basics, it was
necessary to study previous publications on reuse challenges to understand why structural
components are not reused more often. Theoretical part ended in studying five different
example projects which all had used reclaimed steel.
Topics presented in theoretical part were applied in case study which was the research
part in this thesis. Case study was made with existing example building and intention was
to design the case building in such way that most of the steel weight in the building could
be reused after dismantling. Case designing started with introduction of example building
and inspection of example building’s suitability to DfD and reuse. Based on inspection,
it was decided what adjustments needed to be done to the building. Case designing
continued with establishing loads and calculating utilization ratio for structural
components. After that, reuse designing was done to every structural component in the
building. Before case results, some service lives was calculated and project’s
deconstruction plan made. Case results gathered quantities from example building and
case project and compared those results to each other. After comparison, all solutions
made in the thesis were gathered in a table which also presented solutions’ effects on
project quantities. Based on quantities, needed extra investment was estimated and with
that reference number, investment profitability was estimated with NPV method. Three
different calculations investment profitability calculations were made in case
conclusions-chapte. Based on calculation results, some solutions were dismissed as
unprofitable. 5th chapter was results and conclusions, and it first went through all results
gathered from the thesis. Starting from the literature review and ending to case study
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results. After results were reviewed, conclusions, recommendations and discussion was
done to end the chapter.

6.2 Suggestions for further research
Designing methods and solutions produced in this thesis can and should be developed
further. Due to the large scale of this thesis, most parts of the study only scratched the
surface of topic in question. If components were developed and optimized further and
proper structural analysis made, comparison would be more accurate. Investment
profitability analysis is interesting topic that should also be researched properly. NPV
method does not consider possible loops for structural component which is important
issue in reuse. Economic models like leasing and renting structural components could be
profitable business models for both service provider and for client, if building service life
is short. Companies that offer simple hall buildings for rent are already existing around
the world, so the idea could be extended to renting structural components, which might
allow more adaptability in services. This thesis included only structural designing, so
further research is needed in other designing fields like architecture and building services
engineering. Reuse designing for concrete structures could be researched. If solutions for
reusable floor structures and socle panels would be invented, residual value of building
would increase further. With bigger residual value, reuse designing would be more
profitable.
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